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In this dissertation, feature extraction algorithms have been developed for ex-
traction of characteristic features from harmonic signals. The common theme for
all developed algorithms is the simplicity in generating a significant set of features
directly from the time domain harmonic signal. The features are a time domain rep-
resentation of the composite, yet sparse, harmonic signature in the spectral domain.
The algorithms are adequate for low-power unattended sensors which perform sens-
ing, feature extraction, and classification in a standalone scenario. The first algorithm
generates the characteristic features using only the duration between successive zero-
crossing intervals. The second algorithm estimates the harmonics’ amplitudes of the
harmonic structure employing a simplified least squares method without the need to
estimate the true harmonic parameters of the source signal. The third algorithm,
resulting from a collaborative effort with Daniel White at the DSP Lab, University of
Nebraska-Lincoln, presents an analog front end approach that utilizes a multichannel
analog projection and integration to extract the sparse spectral features from the
analog time domain signal. Classification is performed using a multilayer feedfor-
ward neural network. Evaluation of the proposed feature extraction algorithms for
classification through the processing of several acoustic and vibration data sets (in-
cluding military vehicles and rotating electric machines) with comparison to spectral
features shows that, for harmonic signals, time domain features are simpler to extract
and provide equivalent or improved reliability over the spectral features in both the
detection probabilities and false alarm rate.
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Wireless Sensor Modules
The development of small and reliable wireless sensor modules and the need to utilize
these modules in performing complex tasks have driven the focus of much recent re-
search to develop communication and signal processing algorithms for sensor modules
with limited resources. In spite of the applications’ complexity, two factors should
always be fulfilled, reliability and low power consumption. Reliability is achieved by
having individual sensor modules capable of performing the assigned tasks with high
quality of service and with minimum failure. The low power consumption will allow
those deployed battery operated sensor modules to have a long lifetime relying only
on their internal batteries or on energy harvesting from their environments.
Wireless sensor modules’ key role is to enable the access of information located at
a remote location or distributed over a large geographical area. We can denote that a
2large number of the applications that utilize wireless sensor modules are monitoring
applications. Some of these applications are monitoring the environment to record
and identify the occurrence of a certain phenomena or incidents, while others obtain
periodic measurements to identify the status of a defined object. Although in moni-
toring applications a large amount of data may be acquired, only a certain aggregate
function of the acquired data is required.
The main constraint on wireless sensor modules is their limited resources. Sensor
modules’ requisite low cost, small size and weight, limited power and low data trans-
mission rate may limit their ability to realize a highly efficient monitoring system.
Recent advances in wireless communications, signal processing techniques, and Micro-
Electro Mechanical Systems (MEMS), however, have enabled the development of low
cost sensor modules that are capable of performing low power sensing, detection and
classification of targets [1].
Although the problem is highly dependable on the monitoring application, almost
all monitoring techniques share the common interest in reducing the acquired data
into a smaller set of representative features to proceed further in the monitoring task.
This step represents a bottleneck for low power monitoring approaches. The reason
for extracting the features on the sensor module, is to minimize the energy intensive
use of communication resources. The effectiveness of the system depends on its ability
to maintain a low power processing profile and to generate a robust set of features.
31.2 Harmonic Signals
Harmonic signals are very prevalent and are found in many applications. Beside their
simple structure, they represent a good example of sparse signals that can be totally
defined by a small number of parameters. Although these harmonic parameters highly
characterize the source [2–5], the harmonic parameters are not constant over time
and the harmonic signal is either embedded in noise or other non-harmonic signals
requiring care when developing a feature extraction algorithm.
The developed algorithms are evaluated on two different applications. The first,
detection and classification of ground vehicles for peacekeeping operations, is an event
driven application that requires high detection and classification rates. In addition,
the generated features must be robust to many challenges (i.e., the background noise,
different environments, and the wide selection of ground vehicles). The second ap-
plication is the early detection of bearing faults in rotating machinery. Although
detection of bearing faults might seem to be a simpler problem, the major challenge
lies in the difficulty in defining a set of features that can precisely identify a defect type
that might occur anywhere in the bearings and the signature varies with increasing
defect size until a complete failure is reached.
When developing a feature extraction algorithm, attention needs to placed on the
classifier as well, since both the set of generated features and the classifier share the
responsibility for the resulting decision. The classifier should be selected such that it
can effectively separate between candidate classes based on the information embedded
in the generated features.
41.3 Contributions of this Dissertation
The primary goal of this dissertation is developing simple signal processing algorithms
for extracting characteristic features from signals acquired by passive sensors. The
extracted features will be used in signal/source identification. These algorithms are
proposed for low power wireless sensor modules.
Although our focus is on the feature extraction stage, we investigated the detec-
tion and classification techniques that should be combined with the proposed feature
extraction algorithms to maintain a low power profile and high reliability. Detection
is an essential step for event driven applications and its outcome is very important
for determining the system performance. The performance of each of the event detec-
tor, the feature extraction algorithm, and the classifier significantly affects the overall
system performance.
A summary of specific contributions of this dissertation are listed below:
• Development of two feature extraction algorithms and the contribution in de-
veloping a third algorithm that targets an analog hardware platform.
• The common theme regarding all three algorithms, is extracting the features
from the time domain signal without the need to transfer the acquired signal
into the spectral domain.
• The evaluation process includes comparing the detection and false alarm rate
of the proposed algorithms with other published algorithms on the same real
world data sets. Our goal includes achieving at least the same classification rate
with substantially fewer computations.
5• The first developed algorithm “Zero-Crossings (ZC)”:
– Represents the simplest algorithm and it generates the features from the
binary acquired signal.
– The dimensionality of the generated feature vector is small compared to
other time domain and spectral domain techniques.
– The algorithm is more appropriate for applications with a small number
of candidate classes.
• The second developed algorithm “Time Domain Harmonics’ Amplitudes (TDHA)”:
– Employing simple techniques to estimate harmonic parameters that are
crucial for the feature extraction algorithm.
– The selection of a simplified harmonic model to approximate the acoustic
and seismic harmonic structure.
– Precisely defining the harmonic model parameters and employing a sim-
plified Least Square (LS) method on a template of the acquired data to
achieve a representative set of features with fewer computations compared
to state of the art spectral features.
• The third developed algorithm “Analog-to-Information (ATI)”:
– The ATI approach replaces a high resolution Analog to Digital (A/D)
converter followed by a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) with a multichannel
analog projection and integration to extract the sparse spectral features
for signal classification.
6– The proposed approach does not require knowing the Fundamental Fre-
quency (FF) of the harmonic series or the number of harmonics.
• The generated set of features can be applied to a variety of harmonic signal
classifiers.
• The implementation of a multi-modal fusion algorithm that is suitable for multi-
modal low power signal processing schemes.
• The generation of simulation results for single event decisions, multi-modal
fusion and decision fusion between modalities, and the application of the pro-
posed algorithms on three different real world data sets representing acoustic
and seismic signals of military vehicles acquired at two different sites and vi-
bration signals acquired using an accelerometer mounted over the housing of an
induction motor. The results establish the validity of the selections made with
respect to the proposed applications/acquired signals.
We presented our work in a number of conferences/symposiums and peer refereed
journals:
• Peter E. William and Michael W. Hoffman, “Identification of Bearing faults
using time domain zero-crossings”, Journal of Mechanical Systems and Signal
Processing, Vol. 25(8), pp. 3078-3088, November 2011.
• Peter E. William and Michael W. Hoffman, “Classification of military ground
vehicles using time domain harmonics’ amplitudes”, IEEE Transaction on In-
strumentation and Measurement, in press (DOI:10.1109/TIM.2011.2135110).
7• Peter E. William and Michael W. Hoffman, “Acoustic classification of battle-
field vehicles based on their seismic detection”, 156th Meeting of the Acoustical
Society of America (ASA), Vol. 124(4), pp. 2508-2508, November 2008.
• Peter E. William and Michael W. Hoffman, “Identification of Battlefield Vehi-
cles using the zero-crossings and the strongest harmonic component of the time
domain acoustic signal”, Military Sensing Symposia - Battlespace Acoustic and
Magnetic Sensors (BAMS), August 2008.
• Peter E. William and Michael W. Hoffman, “Efficient sensor network vehicle
classification using peak harmonics of acoustic emissions”, Proceedings of SPIE
in Unattended Ground, Sea, and Air Sensor Technologies and Applications X
(Defense and Security Symposium), Vol. 6963, pp. 1-12, March 2008.
• Daniel White, Peter E. William, Michael W. Hoffman, and Sina Balkır, “Analog
sensing front end for harmonic signal classification applications”, to be submitted
to the IEEE Sensors Journal.
1.4 Outlines of this Dissertation
Chapter 2 reviews the existing open work for feature extraction algorithms proposed in
the literature. The emphasis will be on the signal processing and classification schemes
designed for low power sensor modules to enable signal detection, feature extraction
and classification on the sensor node. In Chapter 3, we describe the first developed
feature extraction algorithm and the experimental results for applying the proposed
8algorithm for identification of bearing faults in induction motors. In Chapter 4,
the second developed algorithm is described. The second algorithm represents the
major contribution of the Dissertation and the experimental results for detection
and classification of military vehicles over two different data sets are included. In
Chapter 5, we describe the third developed algorithm and the experimental results
obtained for applying the feature extraction algorithm on two different applications
(classification of military vehicles and identification of bearing faults). The summary
of the dissertation and the potential future research topics can be found in Chapter 6.
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Literature Review
This chapter reviews the algorithms proposed in the literature for extraction of charac-
teristic features from harmonic signals for signal/source identification. The focus will
be on features extracted for early identification of bearing faults and those extracted
for detection and classification of moving military vehicles. Section 2.1 reviews an
important operational factor, which involves the power profile of wireless modules and
the selection of the hardware technology that appears to be viable for our proposed
monitoring system based on the consumed power of individual sensors. Section 2.2
gives a brief overview on the utilization of low power sensor modules in unmanned
monitoring. Section 2.3 summarizes the fundamental feature extraction algorithms
proposed in the literature that utilize vibration/acoustic signals for identification of
bearing faults and classification of military ground vehicles. Section 2.4 describes the
classifiers that were proposed in the literature for integration over low power sen-
sor modules and their robustness with the generated features. Section 2.5 reviews
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data/decision fusion algorithms as a possible approach for increasing the network
reliability.
2.1 Low Power Wireless Sensor Modules
The majority of existing hardware platforms relies on batteries, which dominates
their size and weight. Non re-chargeable batteries are often chosen, such as AA,
AAA, and coin-type batteries [6]. Chargeable batteries are not preferable, since
in many applications charging is not practically available. Using renewable energy
and scavenging/harvesting techniques is an interesting alternative and has been ac-
tively researched as a possible solution to this problem [7]. There are several system
functions that comprise the energy profile for individual sensor modules. These func-
tions, shown in Figure 2.1, include data acquisition, processing, power mode change,
sleep/idle mode, and communication. Modern hardware implementations allow for
several models that can be discussed for each function. For example, the Mica2 [8]
mote has multiple sleeping modes that depend on the duration which the module will
spend in sleep mode. Although our primary concern is the development of feature
extraction algorithms for classification of harmonic signals, recognizing the limita-
tions of available hardware platforms for sensor modules increases the credibility of
the proposed algorithms.
Microcontrollers are now the primary choice for processing in wireless sensor net-
works [6]. The key metric in the selection of a microcontroller is power consump-
tion. Four different types of microcontrollers, with different characteristics, might
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Figure 2.1: Sensor module Power Profile
be considered for these sensor modules: Application Specific Integrated Processor
(ASIP), Reduced Instruction Set Computer (RISC), Complex Instruction Set Com-
puter (CISC), and Application Specific Integrated Circuit (ASIC). Among these mi-
crocontrollers, the ASIC might seem to be the most convenient microcontroller, since
it will be designed specifically to handle functions required by the application. On
the other hand, there are high costs and limited flexibility in the ASIC approach
compared to the other available general purpose microcontrollers. The MSP430 [9]
is an example of a RISC controller, the 8051 [10] is an example of a CISC controller,
and the CoolFlux [11] is an example of the ASIP. The CoolFlux is an ASIP special-
ized for Digital Signal Processing (DSP). The following sections address the different
components of the sensor node power profile depicted in Figure 2.1.
Communication
The communication power depends mainly on the rate, separation, protocol, chan-
nel, and SNR. Most sensor modules use commercial-off-the-shelf radio modules with
transmission power between -25 dBm and 10 dBm, while the receiving sensitivity can
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be as good as -110 dBm [6]. Radios with low bit rates (≤ 100Kbps) are very advan-
tageous in terms of power consumption, which motivates performing the processing
on the sensor module instead of forwarding the acquired data to a central location,
which minimizes the transmission data rate. It must be noted that although ra-
dio modules with low bit rates have a low average power consumption, the effective
energy/bit consumption is lower than radio modules with higher bit rates. Some
monitoring applications require sampling and transmission at a high rate, which will
exhaust the modules’ power source. In [12], a comparison between the communication
power versus the processing power for low power wireless modules show that instead
of transmitting the acquired data to a central module, a low complexity processing
algorithm implemented on the sensor module might result in a longer lifetime of the
sensor module. In [12], the energy cost of transmitting 1 Kb a distance of 100 me-
ters was found to be approximately 3 joules (assuming a 1 GHz carrier frequency,
Binary Phase Shift Keying (BPSK) modulation, 10−6 error probability and Rayleigh
fading), by contrast, a typical general purpose processor (e.g., Intel Atom [13]) can
execute more than 3 million instruction for the same amount of energy. Given mod-
ern advances in low power microcontrollers and focusing on energy efficient signal
processing schemes, performing the majority of the processing on the sensor module
is highly recommended. This results in transmitting only the important findings from
the module so that the radio is turned off most of the time.
Low power sensor modules commonly employ a RISC controller as the MSP430 [9]
or the ATmega 128L [14] as their central processing unit. Table 2.1 lists the most
popular battery operated low power sensor modules designed using a RISC controller
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and a low power radio chip. These controllers are characterized by: high speed op-
eration (8 MHz); high precision (16 bit-MSP430 and 8 bit-ATmega 128L); fast sleep
and fast wakeup (≤ 6 µsec); multiple sleep modes with ultra low power in deep sleep
mode; and large memory with an optional external memory. Most of the wireless
modules employ a Texas Instruments (TI) Chipcon RF transceiver designed specifi-
cally for low power and low voltage wireless applications. The current consumption of
the Chipcon CC2420 is < 20 mA at a maximum data rate of 250 Kbps, the operating
voltage is between 2.1 V and 3.6 V, with programmable transmission power between
-25 dBm and 0 dBm.
Table 2.1: Wireless Sensor Modules
Module Controller Unit Radio Year
BTnode [15] ATmega 128L Chipcon CC1000 2006
Epic mote [16] MSP430 Chipcon CC1000 2008
FireFly [17] ATmega 128L Chipcon CC2420 2007
NeoMote [18] ATmega 128L Chipcon CC2420 2007
Mica2 [8] ATmega 128L Chipcon CC1000 2002
MicaZ [8] ATmega 128L Chipcon CC2420 2004
T-Mote sky [19] MSP430 Chipcon CC2420 2006
Tinynode [20] MSP430 XE1205 2005
TelosB [8] MSP430 Chipcon CC2420 2004
Sensenode [21] MSP430 Chipcon CC2420 2006
Data Acquisition
The data acquisition function represents the most frequent operation performed by
the sensor module. The power consumed during this phase can be divided into sensing
power and signal conditioning power. The sensing power depends on the transducer
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and for most passive transducers (acoustic, seismic, infrared, etc.), the amount of con-
sumed power is very reasonable. The signal conditioning power includes the power
consumed during amplification, filtering and sampling (A/D) of the acquired signal.
The resolution of the A/D has a direct impact on energy consumption [6]. General
Purpose Processors (GPPs) are very power efficient since GPPs have integrated pe-
ripheral interfaces which reduces the time and power required to communicate with
the different transducers on the module [22]. RISC and CISC processors are both
GPPs. The DSP ASIP is very inefficient during data acquisition and requires a large
amount of power compared to GPPs [22].
Processing
The processing power is the overall power consumed during performing all the com-
putations that follow data acquisition and prior to communication or switching to
a sleep mode. Million Instructions Per Second (MIPS) is one common approach to
determine the amount of computations required to perform specific tasks. Some con-
trollers such as DSPs can perform multiple instructions in one clock cycle, while other
controllers perform a single instruction per cycle and others require hundred of cy-
cles to perform a single instruction. The microcontroller precision represents another
important factor in determining its performance, since performing 16 bit operations
using an 8 bit microcontroller requires additional cycles and more time for execution.
In general, DSPs are more efficient than GPPs with respect to both processing power
consumed and run time. At higher sampling rates RISC controllers outperform CISC
ones with respect to consumed power during processing and run time [22].
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Power Mode Change and Sleep mode
Microcontrollers switch to lower power modes (sleep/idle) in order to reduce the
overall power consumption. The overall power consumed, during a specific period,
in low power modes in addition to the power consumed during switching must be
smaller than keeping the microcontroller at the higher mode for the same period.
DSPs (in general ASIPs) are not generally designed to stay for a long time at low
power modes. ASIPs switch between modes very quickly compared to GPPs but on
the other hand the power consumed in their low power modes is orders of magnitude
higher than the equivalent power consumed by GPPs. Some GPPs like the MSP430
supports five low power modes with the current drawn at the lowest mode ≤ 100 nA,
where the CPU and all clocks are disabled [9]. The ASIP consumes about 25% of its
active power in sleep mode [22]. By spending a long time in sleep mode, the overall
power spent in sleep mode exceeds the power spent in all the other functions in the
given application.
Even with the assumption that the application will require minimum data trans-
mission and all the processing will be performed on the sensor module, the overall
power consumption will depend on the duty cycle, operating frequency, complexity of
computations, how many transducers will be considered over the sensor module, etc.
A comparison, inspired by the experimental study in [22], between the three different
microcontroller types (DSP, RISC, and CISC) using commercial off the shelf micro-
controllers with regard to the average consumed power with respect to each function
is shown in Table 2.2.
We make the following assumptions about our monitoring system:
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Table 2.2: Average power comparison
Function ASIP RISC CISC
Data acquisition high low moderate
Processing very low low high
Power mode changes very low low moderate
Sleep/Idle mode high moderate low
• Spends more than 90% of its time in sleep mode;
• Acquires a significant amount of data using multiple transducers on the sensor
module;
• Performs signal detection, feature extraction and classification on the sensor
module; and
• Requires sampling of the data at high rates (≥ 500 Hz).
Using the simple comparison between ASIP and GPPs, we conclude that a GPP
with RISC technology, such as the MSP430, is the preferred microcontroller for a
sensor module that uses off the shelf components for deployment of an automated
monitoring system. The comparison in table 2.2 is roughly addressing off the shelf
hardware microcontrollers. The indicated average power consumption during different
functions are not intrinsic and one could make an ASIP with good peripheral and
sensor interfaces, or low sleep power consumption, but this will result in more time
to switch to low power mode and will reduce the processing performance.
When the application requires a complicated set of computations in addition to
the data acquisition phase, a multi-processor approach might be a useful solution. A
combined GPP (efficient for data acquisition) and an ASIP (efficient for high precision
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computations) can be embedded on the sensor module for better performance. It was
shown in [22] that the overall power consumed by a wireless sensor module performing
heart rate recognition from the Electro-Cardio Graph (ECG) data using a real time
algorithm is reduced by a factor of 28 % compared to a single processor platform.
The efficiency of the multi-processor solution will be threatened by the complexity
and cost of the overall system which was the primary reason for not considering an
ASIC microcontroller among other candidates, yet Chapter 5 addresses an approach
suitable for an ASIC microcontroller.
Table 2.3 shows an overview for the key features of the two most popular commer-
cial low power microcontrollers in existing hardware platforms. Many of the sensor
modules are currently employed for a number of monitoring applications including
habitat monitoring [23], structure health monitoring [24], etc. Most of these appli-
cations require operation at low speed and the amount of computations are limited.
Evaluating the performance of an MSP430 for a high speed application was tested
in [22]. The microcontroller was responsible for acquiring the ECG data and per-
forming real time processing at 500 Hz and detecting the QRS signal as in [25] to
determine the heart rate. The total power consumed by the MSP430 (RISC) was
almost half the power consumed by the CISC (8051) for the same procedures. The
largest amount of power consumed was during the processing mode followed by data
acquisition and finally communication since only the detected heart rate was trans-
mitted without transmitting any of the acquired ECG signals.
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Table 2.3: Microcontrollers used in low power sensor modules
Feature ATmega 128L [14] MSP430 [10]
Company Atmel TI
Data size (bits) 8 16
Flash (kB) 128 256
RAM (kB) 4 16
ADC (bits) 10 12
Operating voltage (V) 2.7 - 5.5 1.8 - 3.6
2.2 Monitoring using Wireless Sensor Networks
Some monitoring have been performed solely by human observers to efficiently detect
the occurrence of a certain phenomena. With the technological advances especially in
wireless communications and sensor systems, it has become more effective to imple-
ment an automated monitoring system that performs complex tasks, covers a large
geographic area, and is able to take certain actions in response to changes in the
environment. Typically, the monitoring system may be required to perform either
condition monitoring or surveillance.
The vital tasks performed by electric machines (wind turbines, generators, etc.)
and the financial commitment of operators require efficient monitoring and fault di-
agnosis schemes that are capable of early detection and identification of defects. The
major electric machine faults include bearing defects, stator faults, broken rotor bar
and end-ring, and eccentricity-related faults [26]. These faults may lead to increased
vibration and noise levels. Fault detection can be realized by monitoring machine
vibrations, acoustic emissions, or motor current. Almost 50% of all motor faults are
bearing related [26,27]. Bearing faults can be categorized into outer race defects, in-
ner race defects, ball defects, and cage defects. Condition monitoring using vibration
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data has been successfully used for detection and identification of bearing faults [28].
The challenges in the early detection and identification process lie in the complex-
ity of the generated harmonic structure, the need to estimate the variable rotational
frequency, and prior knowledge of the bearing geometry.
Target detection and classification is required in several civilian as well as mili-
tary (peacekeeping) applications. The cost of monitoring civilian construction sites
such as oil pipelines [29] using human observers is very high. These construction
sites cover a large region and the deployment of a reliable wireless sensor network
over the same region to perform continuous monitoring would be more efficient and
reliable than a human network. In cease-fire and peacekeeping territories, human ob-
servation is not sufficient to detect ground vehicles that perform illegal actions such
as arms smuggling. Human observation (human eye aided by binoculars) is limited
by the Line of Sight (LOS). When violence escalates, it becomes more dangerous to
maintain human presence and in many situations a lot of effort and resources are
provided to protect peacekeepers and human observers [30]. Historically, classifica-
tion of ground vehicles found its way into the open literature first through civilian
applications as in traffic monitoring [31, 32] and automatic classification of vehicles
passing through expressway toll stations [33]. Acoustic detectors were proposed as
early as 1970 [34] for vehicle actuated traffic signal light control and other control
services. Regarding military applications, great demand for ground vehicle detection
and classification evolved since technological advances in DSP, low power Very large
Scale Integrated circuit (VLSI) design and wireless communications and the need to
detect threats covertly approaching military assets. In the early 70’s, a system called
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REMote Battlefield Acoustic and Seismic System (REMBASS) was developed in the
US [35]. Later on, an Improved REMBASS system was brought to the battlefield.
The REMBASS system used three different sensors onboard (acoustic, seismic and
magnetic) for detection and classification of target vehicles. In the late 80’s, the
Wide Area Munitions (WAM) project [35] was developed. Sensors onboard include
an acoustic array of microphones and a seismic sensor. The WAM detects approach-
ing vehicles, estimates vehicle’s bearing and range, and deploys munitions when the
target is at the closest point. An important mission for Unattended Ground Sen-
sors (UGS) developed by the US army was to build an early-warning remote target
recognition and surveillance system. During the early 90’s, the US army showed
more interest in utilizing acoustic sensors in identifying vehicles in the battlefield.
Their goal was to develop low cost disposable sensor modules that are capable of dis-
criminating between multiple targets [4]. They started developing low power signal
processing schemes that enable individual sensors to perform detection, classification,
localization and tracking functions with a guaranteed long operating life under typical
conditions [5, 36].
In this section, we will present two important aspects with respect to monitoring
using wireless sensor modules. The first addresses sensing modalities appropriate
for low power sensor modules and the capability of those modalities in preserving the
signature of underlying phenomena. The second, illustrates in-network computations,
where individual sensor modules become responsible for performing different functions
(data acquisition, detection, feature extraction and classification).
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2.2.1 Sensing Modalities
Choosing the sensing modality for early detection and identification of bearing faults
and vehicle detection and classification for peacekeeping operations represents a fun-
damental concern, since the performance of the whole system depends mainly on
how much information is embedded in the extracted features that can be used in
discrimination among all candidate classes.
To efficiently identify major faults in electric machines, many diagnostic meth-
ods has been proposed [26] that utilize one or more of the following signatures: noise
and vibration signals, acoustic noise, electromagnetic field, radio-frequency emissions,
and motor-current signals. Among all these measurements, monitoring the machine
vibrations and performing current signature analysis has been widely used in per-
forming early detection of machine failure, diagnosis, and prognosis. It was proven
in the literature that the harmonic signature is evident in both the vibration and the
current signals [27, 28, 37, 38].
Heavyweight and lightweight military ground vehicles can be sensed using seismic,
acoustic, thermal, electric, magnetic, chemical or optical sensors. Among these sen-
sors, seismic and acoustic sensors are characterized by their passive nature, Non-Line
of Sight (NLOS) sensing, long range, and low power requirements and they can be
used either during day or at night [1, 39]. Night reduces the utility of visual sensors,
when the threat of surprise aggression is greater. Under these conditions, passive
detection using acoustic and seismic sensors operating at their maximum level of per-
formance are likely to yield substantial benefits. Acoustic-Seismic sensors are now
found in various battlefield ground sensors, generally known as UGS [35].
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The main challenge is defining the set of acoustic or seismic features that can
accurately and efficiently represent the vehicle signature and are less sensitive to the
vehicle speed, engine RPM, direction of motion, sensor-target separation, and back-
ground noise. The selected set of features must be capable of representing different
types of vehicles. Acoustic features have proven to be quite useful in vehicle classifi-
cation, equivalent seismic features less so [40,41]. The most significant limitation that
affects the performance of acoustic sensors is wind noise [5]. While acoustic prop-
agation is dependent on atmospheric conditions, the attenuation of seismic waves
varies relatively more significantly from site to site and is very difficult to predict,
making seismic sensors less able to discriminate between vehicles [29]. Seismically
propagating frequencies above 100 Hz can decrease by orders of magnitude over tens
of meters. Thus, reliable discrimination of ground vehicles depending exclusively on
seismic signals is not promising for long range applications [42]. Certain applications
require detecting other kinds of threats beside ground vehicles, such as moving per-
sonnel. In this situation, seismic signature can be more reliable in the discrimination
of personnel among other threats. In [43–47] a number of algorithms were proposed
for personnel and vehicle detection using seismic signals. Several approaches perform
multi-modal processing combining seismic and acoustic features for increasing the
robustness of the classification process [42, 48–52].
In many peacekeeping operations, civilian vehicles are used by competing parties
in smuggling weapons which threatens established peacekeeping agreements. It is
more challenging to be able to differentiate not only among large armored tanks but
also between small Sport Utility Vehicles (SUVs) and pickups which produce lower
acoustic emissions and their gasoline engines have more effective mufflers [53].
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2.2.2 In-Network Computations
Primary monitoring scenarios divide sensor modules into sensing modules and central
modules, where all data sensed by distributed sensing modules is collected at a central
module for further processing (centralized approach) [54]. Considering the fact that
most of the sensor module energy is consumed during communication (radio mod-
ule) [55], an alternate solution was proposed such that computations performed by the
central modules are performed in-network (distributed approach) [54]. In this case
individual sensor modules are responsible of performing operations on the collected
data. Different scenarios have been proposed that vary in the amount of computation
carried out by the sensor module. Recent approaches [55] propose an energy efficient
single point scenario. Single point systems are individual sensors that are completely
self-contained; they are capable of performing the complete set of functions required
including sensing, processing and communication in a completely standalone man-
ner. Self-contained modules transmit decisions and vital information to a remote
location [56]. These standalone sensor modules can benefit from the distributed de-
ployment of the network where individual decisions can be combined at higher level
modules (cluster head modules) to increase the reliability of the collective decision.
Sensor array processing algorithms allow some computations on the sensor module
while a higher level module performs a certain aggregate function on the combined
data. Sensor array processing is generally required for spatially distributed target
localization and tracking [57].
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2.3 Characteristic Features
Feature extraction is a mapping of the original higher dimensional signal measure-
ments into a lower dimensional feature space. Four feature spaces (time, statistical,
spectral, and principal component analysis and combinations thereof) have been pro-
posed in the literature for extracting the characteristic features for identification of
bearing faults and classification of military vehicles. The optimum measure of the
effectiveness of all extracted features is Bayes error [36]. In order to determine Bayes
error, one would need to obtain the posterior probabilities, which requires perform-
ing a time consuming estimation of the nonparametric densities. We will determine
the effectiveness according to the experimental classification simulations employing
the same classification algorithm between the same set of detected events using the
same data sets. In this section, we will discuss these four feature spaces and their
popularity and general effectiveness with respect to each monitoring application.
2.3.1 Time domain features
Previous experiments on the effects of amplitude distortion on speech have shown that
intelligibility is affected little by the type of amplitude distortion known as peak clip-
ping [59]. It has been found that speech recognition is possible when the speech signal
is reduced to a series of rectangular waves in which the discontinuities correspond to
the crossings of the time axis in the original speech signal. A 97.9 % identification
of speech waveforms has been achieved based only on the ZC (binary) information.
The effect of amplitude clipping on the intelligibility of speech waveforms helped in
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observing that a significant amount of speech information lies in the ZC. The number
of samples between the ZC of the waveform contains the information necessary to
discriminate clipped speech samples. This observation provided the motivation for
the development of the Time Encoded Signal Processing and Recognition (TESPAR)
method [60] that was subsequently applied to vehicle classification. Time domain
encoding and feature extraction for classification of ground vehicles was proposed
in [41, 61]. Both acoustic and seismic signatures were used for vehicle identification
along with a feedforward neural network. The proposed algorithm generated a fixed
size feature matrix for identification of the target independent on the duration of the
time domain signal. This feature matrix represents the number of points of inflec-
tions (minima/maxima) between each two successive ZC. The acoustic and seismic
feature vectors were represented through a histogram like structure. The authors
in [41, 61] compared the acoustic and seismic features extracted at each individual
sensor. Features extracted from the acoustic signal have been proven to be more
effective in identifying military vehicles when compared to their equivalent seismic
features. Although TESPAR is characterized by generating a fixed length feature
vector regardless the duration of the time domain acquired signal, it requires defining
a coding scheme that codes each pair of discriminators that characterize the duration
and shape between successive ZC into a single alphabet. The coding table is highly
dependent on the application and the modality, raising the complexity of generating
the characteristic features [60].
We previously proposed extracting features from the time domain acoustic sig-
nal [62, 63] for vehicle detection and classification. The algorithm extracts features
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from the harmonic model approximating the deterministic signature of the acoustic
signal in the upper frequency band (≥ Strongest harmonics component). Classifica-
tion was performed using a feedforward neural network and was tested on a dataset
with two heavyweight military vehicles.
By extracting the features directly from the time domain signal, we no longer
benefit from the energy compaction of either the acoustic or seismic signal in the lower
frequency band of their spectral representation. However, extracting the features
from the time domain signal eliminates the need for an FFT or Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT) before feature extraction. Time and frequency domain features
can be evaluated according to the amount of computation (energy) required just
before feeding the features to the classifier, length of the feature vector, and how
effective the features are for discrimination.
2.3.2 Statistical measurements
Statistical measurements require relatively simple processing algorithms compared to
the other feature spaces unless they are extracted from the spectral domain which
requires computing the FFT coefficients prior to feature extraction [64]. Authors
proposed statistical measurements to provide a fast and reliable feature space to
discriminate between classes that are easily separable as in the separation between
healthy and defective bearings [65]. Statistical measurements by themselves are more
popular with identification of bearing faults [65, 66] and are usually combined with
other time/spectral features for classification of military vehicles [62, 67].
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Statistical measurements include signal energy, mean, variance, skewness, kurto-
sis, etc. [65]. Most of these measurements are normalized and/or weighted prior to
classification. The number of measurements are determined according to the number
of candidate classes and how close they are to each other in the feature space. Most
of the statistical measurements are obtained from the acoustic, vibration, or current
signals [64].
2.3.3 Spectral features
Most of the proposed vehicle classification techniques [2, 40, 55] transform the acous-
tic signal into another favorable space, such as the frequency domain, in order to
preserve the characteristic features with fewer components. Usually the time do-
main acoustic signal is processed in short windows (0.25 - 1 second), such that the
harmonic structure remains fixed during this interval. An important advantage for
representing the acoustic signal using its spectral components is energy compaction
in the frequency domain, where it was reported in [2,5,48] that more than 80% of the
energy is typically observed in the frequency band 20− 400 Hz for ground vehicles.
Vehicle detection and classification algorithms that utilize spectral features begin
by either obtaining the FFT components [2, 3, 36, 40, 68–73] or the DWT compo-
nents [74] after signal detection. The differences among these published algorithms
are in the feature selection phase that creates the characteristic feature vector and/or
the use of a particular classification scheme. In [40, 73] the FFT is computed for
events of 0.75 second duration. A 512 FFT characteristic vector is generated for each
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detected acoustic event sampled at 4960 Hz. The first 100 components are selected
with resolution of 9.6875 Hz carrying the information for frequencies up to ∼ 1 kHz.
Each 2 successive components are averaged into a single component to generate a
50-dimensional feature vector. The same procedure is performed for the seismic sig-
nal, where the first 50 components are selected to generate a 50-dimensional feature
vector with resolution of 9.6875 Hz without averaging, carrying the information for
frequencies up to ∼ 0.5 kHz. They compared performance based on either processing
acoustic or seismic signals using three different classification schemes (Maximum Like-
lihood (ML), k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN), and Support Vector Machines (SVM)). The
classifier produces decisions between two candidate vehicles. The simplicity and the
low computational power and storage requirements in applying the relatively simple
ML technique to decide between two vehicles as compared to kNN and SVM, makes
ML the preferred classification scheme in this scenario [40].
A common misconception is that increasing the dimensionality of the feature vec-
tor will result in improved classifier performance [2]. In an attempt to reduce the
dimensionality of the feature vector while still making use of the harmonic model
of the acoustic emission and preserving the vehicle signature, the energy of selected
harmonics’ was proposed for vehicle classification. In [75] the Harmonic Line Associ-
ation (HLA) technique was developed by Robertson and Weber to create harmonic
line sets for each second of data samples. The HLA technique organizes local spectral
peaks that exceed the noise level into families of harmonically related narrow band
lines. The presence of a harmonic set indicates the presence of a coupled harmonic
signal source which is likely to be a moving vehicle. Using the HLA technique, only
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harmonically related peaks were selected for vehicle discrimination. In [2], only the
three most powerful harmonic components were selected for vehicle discrimination
using a Bayesian Maximum a Posteriori (MAP) classifier. The drawbacks of this
algorithm include: first, the HLA technique requires the effective resolution of the
computed FFT components to be 1 Hz or less, which raises the overall number of
computations to obtain the FFT coefficients; second, the fact that estimating specific
harmonics’ energy must be preceded by an exact estimate of the FF and the number
of harmonics. Estimating the FF consumes a considerable amount of energy since
this harmonic component for ground vehicles is not distinct. The great interest in
the exact values of the FF for determining the harmonic series motivated the need for
reliable and energy efficient approaches for estimating the FF. In [69] the performance
of a variety of methods for tracking the non-stationary FF of military vehicles has
been evaluated and it was shown that tracking such changes is not granted.
In [42, 52], spectral features representing the first 15 harmonically related peaks
were selected for military vehicle classification. They showed that there is a relation
between the order of the strongest harmonic component and the number of cylinders
in the vehicle’s engine. The features were extracted using an approach similar to
the HLA algorithm. FFT components were obtained followed by line series analysis
to define the harmonic structure/peaks, followed by estimation of the FF. Generated
features were classified using Linear Vector quantization (LVQ). The processed events
were of 0.82 second duration such that during each interval the FF is not expected
to change by more than 10%.
In [3, 68], an ML estimate of the FF was proposed given that an initial estimate
within 5 Hz of the exact value was obtained. By correctly estimating the FF and
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fixing the number of harmonics, the remaining parameters in the coupled harmonic
model are the amplitude and phase of each component. The coupling between the
harmonics’ amplitudes and phases estimated using the LS method was proposed to
allow discrimination among military vehicles.
With regard to dimensionality reduction, other algorithms suggested that the
selection of specific spectral components reduces the ability to classify the candidate
vehicle. In [71], a simple vehicle detection and classification scheme was developed
that uses the whole shape of the spectrum instead of a limited number of spectral
components. They compared normalized spectral components between the testing
vehicle and a reference vehicle. A single value is obtained by summing up the absolute
value of the Euclidean distance between each two relative components. If this single
value is less than a pre-defined threshold, the testing vehicle and the reference vehicle
are considered the same vehicle.
Discriminating between different kinds of ground vehicles is a tough problem be-
cause, in many situations, the features extracted from the simple harmonic model are
not sufficient to classify vehicles that have similar features. Since there are multiple
sources that are responsible for the acoustic emissions of a vehicle, the simple coupled
harmonic model in [3,68,69] does not model spectral lines that appear at non-integral
multiples of the FF. In [76], two sets of characteristic features were extracted from
the frequency response of the same acoustic signal. Each feature vector was fed to
a different classifier. Two classifiers were selected, a Multivariate Gaussian Classifier
(MGC) and a SVM classifier. A Bayesian-based decision fusion algorithm was applied
to the output of the two classifiers (MGC and SVM). The Bayesian-based decision
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fusion output achieved 7 − 11% better classification rate than using a single charac-
teristic feature. In [77], two different harmonic sets have been defined for generation
of characteristic feature vectors, one set for verifying the engine and the other decides
between tires and tracks. They utilized separate neural networks for classification.
In the continuing effort to define a robust set of acoustic features that allows
reliable classification of civilian and military vehicles, two transformation techniques,
the DWT and the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) have been used for feature
extraction. Classification of these types of characteristic features extracted from two
different data sets representing civilian and military vehicles was performed using a
backpropagation neural network [74]. Identification of civilian vehicles was a more
challenging problem, since the harmonic structure is less distinct in their acoustic
signatures.
Several schemes that have been used successfully in speech recognition have been
adapted for vehicle classification. Most of these algorithms extract features from ei-
ther the frequency or the time-frequency representation of the acoustic signal. In [72],
a biologically motivated feature extraction method based on a human hearing model
was adopted for battlefield vehicle detection and classification. Different Vector Quan-
tization (VQ) clustering algorithms were implemented and tested on actual recorded
vehicles’ sounds. The performance of different VQ clustering algorithms was explored.
The results showed that the Parallel Tree Structured Vector Quantization (PTSVQ)
and LVQ achieved the highest classification rates. In [78], Hidden Markov Models
(HMM) based classifiers that use time-frequency analysis of the acoustic signal have
shown superior performance in classifying events embedded in noise when compared
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to other spectrum based classifiers. There are two challenges in applying speech
recognition schemes: first, there is background noise and the effect of the surround-
ing environment on the acquired acoustic signal; second, most speech recognition
algorithms require large amounts of memory, a high sampling rate and a significant
amount of computational power which may not be available at our sensor modules.
2.3.4 Principal Components’ Features
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) represents a favored feature space since PCA
features show high degree of energy compaction. In the literature, PCA was utilized
in [70] to project the frequency and time-frequency acoustic features into a low-
dimensional subspace. Vehicle detection and classification benefits from the lower-
dimensional principal components’ features in two situations: first, consuming less
energy in transmitting these features to a remote module for feature fusion; second,
constructing a simpler classifier for discriminating between characteristic features.
The penalty paid is more computation and more energy consumption at the feature
extraction stage [55].
Principal components’ features have been compared to two other feature extrac-
tion techniques [36]: the Power Spectrum Estimates (PSE) technique, and the HLA
technique for classification of military vehicles using their acoustic signatures. PSE
was generated using short time Fourier transforms of the sampled acoustic signal
followed by selection of the low frequency bins to approximate up to the 200 Hz fre-
quency range. HLA generates a characteristic harmonic line set for small windows,
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subject to a fixed harmonic structure (number of harmonics equals 11) and an FF
in the range 8 − 20 Hz. PCA requires the computation of autocorrelation values for
eigen-analysis using small data blocks, then the generation of the principal compo-
nents using the original data, and projection onto the subspace containing the 11
largest eigenvalues. With an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) utilized for classifica-
tion, PCA extracted features outperform both PSE and HLA extracted features but
they require an increase in computational costs [36].
2.4 Classification
The performance of classification systems is highly affected by the diversity of can-
didate classes, the set of selected features, and the classifier itself. It was shown
in [36, 58] that a key problem lies in the selection of proper feature vectors that will
be stable and class specific. Several approaches focus on how much information is
revealed in the feature vector without considering reducing the feature vector which
subsequently reduces the computational requirements for classification, decreases the
time required for training the classifier, and reduces the classification bias. Several
classification algorithms that have shown significant performance with respect to clas-
sification of acoustic or seismic or speech signals have been used for identification of
bearing faults and verification of military vehicles, such as MAP [2,3,5,39,40,57,79],
k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) [40,70,73,79], LVQ [40,48], ANNs [36,41,50,61,74], fuzzy
logic [80, 81] and SVM [40, 55, 76]. The most frequently used classifiers for vehicle
classification are MAP and ANN. MAP is characterized by its minimal storage and
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computation requirements if the number of candidate classes is small. ANNs are
capable of efficiently discriminating between a wide variety of classes while reducing
the effect of noise within the generated features. The hardware implementation of an
ANN using VLSI benefits from the parallel structure of neural networks and performs
the required computations (training and testing) in a shorter duration when compared
to the software implementation of the same network [36]. In this section, three dif-
ferent classification algorithms will be discussed: LVQ, MAP, and ANN and their
performance with respect to the extracted features will be evaluated in Chapter 4.
Linear Vector Quantization
A representative L-dimensional code vector is selected to represent a group of the
L-dimensional generated FVs [82]. The set of all code vectors form a codebook.
Training of the classifier takes place by generation of this codebook from a selected
training set FVs. Classification of each new FV is done by comparing this FV with
every code vector in the codebook to find the closest code vector to this new FV. LVQ
has been widely used for performing compression and pattern recognition tasks. The
performance of LVQ is very sensitive to the size of the codebook and the training set.
Assigning more code vectors for each class allows more confidence in generating a wide
selection of representative vectors. One of the main concerns in LVQ is generation of
the codebook. In our simulations, we selected the splitting technique, introduced by
Linde, Buzo, and Gray (LBG) in their paper [83], for generation of the codebook.
LVQ searches for the wining code vector by finding the closest vector to the
characteristic FV in the L-dimensional space. If the L-dimensional characteristic FV
is formed from different extracted features (time/spectral/statistical) concatenated in
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one large vector, we must perform some sort of weighting because each characteristic
feature has a different dynamic range and our cost function is the square Euclidean
distance.
LVQ is a special case of one of the most accurate, yet time consuming, classification
methods called kNN [40]. kNN classifies each FV according to the majority class of
its k (k ≥ 1) nearest neighbor in the training set. The time required to classify a FV
is large, especially when k is large. LVQ is obtained by setting k to 1 and generating
a codebook with a limited number of representative code vectors.
Maximum a Posteriori
Several applications that utilize wireless sensor networks for monitoring have consid-
ered MAP classifiers as the most feasible classifier for resource constrained modules,
due to its minimal storage and computation requirements [84]. Assuming that the
generated features for each of the C classes have been drawn independently according
to the probability P (x|wi), i = 1, 2, ...C. Assuming that the P (x|wi) is a multivariate
normal with the density [40]
P (x|wi) =
1
(2π)
L
2 |Σi|
1
2
exp
[
−
1
2
(x− µi)
TΣ−1i (x− µi)
]
(2.1)
where L is the length of the characteristic feature. The probability distribution is
totally defined by the parameters (the mean µi, and the covariance matrix Σi). The
set of parameters of this model will be denoted by Ψi = (µi,Σi). The training set of
FVs is used in generating an estimate for Ψi for every class i, i = 1, 2, ...C. We assume
that for each distinct class, there are n observations, drawn independently from the
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probability density P (x|Ψi). Then the log likelihood function can be represented as:
l(Ψi) =
n∑
k=1
lnP (xik|Ψi), (2.2)
The Maximum Likelihood Estimate (MLE) of Ψi, is the value Ψˆi that maximizes
l(Ψi). This estimate can be found by differentiating (2.2) with respect to µ and Σ
which gives,
µˆi =
1
n
n∑
k=1
xik, (2.3)
Σˆi =
1
n
n∑
k=1
(xik − µˆi)(xik − µˆi)
T , (2.4)
Using a set of discriminant functions gi(x), the classifier will assign the characteristic
vector x to class wi if g(wi|x) > g(wj|x), for all j = 1, 2, ...C and j 6= i. We set the
discriminant function equal to the posterior probability P (wi|x) for minimum error
classification. Therefore,
gi(x) = P (wi|x) =
P (x|wi)P (wi)
C∑
j=1
P (x|wj)P (wj)
(2.5)
Based on our assumption that the density P (x|wi) is a multivariate normal with
known (or estimated) mean and variance, the vector x is assigned to class i if either
P (wi|x) (or the log of the numerator of (2.5) which can be simplified as lnP (x|wi) +
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lnP (wi)) is maximum. The log of the discriminant function can be written as:
ln(gi(x)) = −
1
2
(x− µi)
TΣ−1i (x− µi)−
d
2
ln(2π)−
1
2
ln |Σi|+ lnP (wi), (2.6)
By further assuming that all classes are equal probable and by removing constant
terms, the computation of MAP can be simplified such that the classified class is the
one that minimizes (x− µi)TΣ
−1
i (x− µi), i.e., ML.
MAP classification is simple and takes advantage of assuming a normal distribu-
tion for the components generating the feature vector. Assuming equal distribution
among all targets, the problem reduces to finding the minimum or maximum of a
simple discriminant function among all possible targets. However, one problem is
that the assumption of a normally distributed feature vector is frequently not true
and only a limited number of applications have normal distribution features. One
more advantage is the ability to easily add or remove targets from the set of avail-
able targets. However, the large number of required computations and the amount
of energy consumed increases exponentially with the size of the feature vector. A
system with a feature vector of length 50 and 3 or more classes, requires a large num-
ber of real multiplications during the training phase just to estimate the distribution
parameters.
Artificial Neural Networks
ANNs derive their computational power from their ability to learn. Figure 2.2 illus-
trates the structure of a simple neuron. ANN have been proven to be very reliable
in identification of bearing faults using the acquired vibration signature [67, 85] and
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Figure 2.2: Structure of a Simple neuron
in classification of military vehicles using their acoustic signature [36, 53, 62]. Since
extracted features might include some sort of corruption or redundancy because of
propagation effects, background noise, etc., the feature extraction procedure and the
classification technique must be tolerant to some extent to these problems. Because
of the multilayer topology of ANNs, they explicitly carry out an additional feature
extraction step prior to classification, where ANNs perform a non-linear transforma-
tion of the input data into a subspace such that classes become easily separable [86].
ANNs are formed from at least two layers, an input layer and an output layer. If
we add one or more hidden layers, ANNs become capable of forming the internal
subspace representation of the input data which allows an advanced discrimination
compared to all other classification schemes [62].
There are two different Neural Network (NN) architectures, feedforward and re-
current (or feedback) networks. Feedforward NNs are simpler and require fewer com-
putations and lower memory requirements because feedforward NNs are static (i.e.,
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Figure 2.3: A three layer feedforward perceptron neural network
produce one set of output values for each given input) and memoryless with respect
to their response. All these features are appropriate for our event driven applica-
tion with the assumption that detected events are independent. The most common
family of feedforward networks is called multilayer perceptron [87], where neurons
are arranged into vertical layers that have unidirectional connections between them.
Figure 2.3 shows the common structure of a three layer feedforward perceptron.
The number of neurons in the input layer is equal to the input FV length, and
those at the output layer are equal to the number of candidate classes. Selecting the
number of neurons in the hidden layer is very important. Increasing the number of
neurons in the hidden layer will allow the input data to be more fitted. If the input
data is noise free, the number of neurons in the hidden layer might be large and
the only disadvantage may be a waste of the computational power. In the case of
noisy data, if the number of neurons is too large, the noise components also become
fitted [53].
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The learning process in NNs is responsible for adjusting networks’ architecture,
weights, and biases such that the network becomes more capable of performing the
required task. The network learns from the available training data (supervised learn-
ing), where the network is supplied with an output for every input. Neural networks
are very sensitive to the training data and their performance degrades in the presence
of new data outside their training set. In [77] a modification in the neural network
architecture was proposed. Instead of using a single network with multiple outputs
that are equivalent to the number of classes; they used multiple networks with a single
output. The reason for that is to reduce the computational effort needed to re-train
the network when new classes are added to the network. It has been shown that it is
easier to train one neural network at a time [77].
There are four basic types of learning rules: error-correction, Boltzman, Hebbian,
and competitive learning [87]. Error correction is the most popular supervised learn-
ing rule, where the error signal (difference between network output and the desired
output) is used in modifying the network weights and biases. The back-propagation
learning algorithm (Figure 2.4) represents one of the most widely used supervised
error correction learning algorithms in pattern classification and it is known for its
fast convergence and improved performance [36]. The following steps illustrate the
error back-propagation learning algorithm (for a network of G layers) [87]:
1. Initialize the weights to small random values.
2. Choose the input training set and their associated targets (desired outputs).
3. Propagate the signal forward through the network.
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4. Compute δGi at the output layer
δGi = f
′(hGi )[di − y
G
i ], (2.7)
where hGi represents the net input to the i
th neuron at the Gth layer, f ′ is the
derivative of the activation function f , di is the desired output at neuron i, and
yGi is the output from neuron i at the G
th layer.
5. Compute the deltas at each neuron for each of the preceding layer by propagat-
ing the error backwards
δgi = f
′(hgi )
∑
j
W g+1ij δ
g+1
j , (2.8)
for g = G− 1, G− 2, ..., 1, where W gji is the weight from the i
th neuron at layer
g − 1 to the jth neuron at layer g.
6. Update the weights using
∆W gji = kδ
g
i y
g−1
j , (2.9)
where k is a constant value.
7. Repeat step 2 to 6 until the error (usually the Mean Square Error (MSE)) at
the output layer is lower than a pre-specified threshold or a maximum number
of iterations (epochs) is reached.
There are three more advantages for selecting an ANN for classification; First,
neural networks are capable of delivering some sort of confidence to the final deci-
sion, which is very useful when fusion between individual decisions is considered. The
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Figure 2.4: Error back-propagation learning algorithm
neural network is trained for pattern recognition problems such that a single neuron
or more fires at the output layer for each significant class. In many situations, many
neurons at the output layer have output values very close to the winning neuron,
which might raise the question regarding the confidence in the output decision. Sec-
ond, neural networks adjust their weights and biases for each neuron based on the
propagated error, independent on the dynamic range of the remaining L − 1 dimen-
sions in the same FV. This helps in generating characteristic vectors from multiple
features (spectral, statistical, etc.) without worrying about weighting the input vec-
tor. Third, the hardware implementation of an ANN using VLSI benefits from the
parallel structure of neural networks and perform the required computations (train-
ing and testing) in a shorter time when compared to the software implementation
of the same network. For example, a feedforward neural network employing error
back-propagation learning for a network with 11 hidden layers for military vehicle
verification, performed by the Army Research Laboratory (ARL) [36] was software
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trained in 13 minutes, while the same training was performed using CNAPS 1 in 90
seconds.
In [50], three different neural networks paradigms (Back-propagation, Probabilis-
tic, Radial Basis Functions (RBF)) suited for classification tasks were evaluated for
military vehicle identification. Although all networks have shown similar perfor-
mance with respect to the classification rate, the probabilistic neural networks, which
implement Bayesian classification, consumed less time for training while the Back-
propagation neural networks, consumed less time during testing. The key performance
metrics for classification include energy and time consumed during training and test-
ing, the probability of correct detection, or PD, the probability of false alarm, or PFA,
and the probability of target miss, or PM = (1− PD).
2.5 Fusion
In-Network computations enable low power sensor modules to sense, process and
identify events. One of the major advantages of wireless sensor modules is the dense
deployment of the modules, which allows combining correlated captured data, fea-
tures or decisions, increasing the reliability of the network and decreasing the effect
of background noise [1]. Fusion can be performed over time, space or modality and
it represents the key to fidelity and accuracy for unattended ground sensors. Data
1CNAPS (Connected Network of Adaptive Processors) is a hardware realization of neural net-
works using a group of analog parallel processors, based on VLSI technology and manufactured by
Adaptive Solutions.
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and decision fusion were used in [40] as a possible enhancement for the overall perfor-
mance of the classifier, versus reporting decisions solely based on either acoustic or
seismic events. In [76] fusion between two sets of acoustic features using two different
classifiers was proposed. Three different fusion algorithms were examined for clas-
sification of military vehicles, feature level fusion, decision level fusion and modified
Bayesian decision fusion. Collaborative processing between different sensors has also
been used for tasks other than classification such as target counting, speed estimation,
localization, and tracking [56, 73, 88].
Data and decision fusion have been successfully applied to several wireless sensor
network applications. A principle concern centers around whether battery operated
sensor modules are capable of handling the large amount of computations and memory
requirements to perform fusion. The limited power of these modules reduces the
number of computations that can be performed and the amount of data that can be
transmitted to remote modules. Usually the confidence in the network’s decision is
increased as a result of applying fusion at one processing level or more [51, 76]. The
main benefits obtained from applying data fusion for refining network decisions are:
• Increasing system reliability: gathering information from multiple sensors re-
duces the effect of random noise, hence producing more reliable decisions.
• Wide coverage area: Sensors at multiple modules are capable of delivering de-
cisions based on spatial measurements.
• Forecast: Combining current and previous data from several sensors enhances
the ability of the system to predict future events, which plays a significant role
in the design of the network management protocol.
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WSNs consider fusion at one or more of three levels (data level, feature level and
decision level). Data level fusion is a low level model and is more appropriate for a
decentralized processing scenario. Feature level fusion is a medium level fusion model
and is utilized in distributed processing to reduce the computational burden on the
modules by having multiple modules share in the generation of the characteristic
features of any single observation, and then the combined FV is passed to a pattern
classifier to identify the observation. Decision level fusion represents a high level
fusion model and is the mostly used fusion technique in low power WSNs. At this
level, each sensor determines its decision with respect to the underlying observation
and a single decision is produced based on all individual decisions. Examples of
decision level fusion methods include weighted decision methods (voting techniques),
classical inference, Bayesian inference, and Dempster-Shafer’s method [89].
Several examples have shown that multimodal data fusion results in reduced er-
ror as in determining the identity/location of a moving object. In [89], the error in
determining the location of an aircraft using both a pulsed radar and an infrared
imaging sensor is less than the error obtained by either of the independent sensors.
The improved localization was obtained due to the fact that the radar has a higher
ability in determining the aircraft range, while the infrared imagery sensor can accu-
rately determines the aircraft’s angular direction better than the radar. A number of
approaches have used Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) for multimodal signal
processing. In [90], Iyengar showed that the performance of a CCA detector (process-
ing both seismic and acoustic data) is better than the detector exploiting individual
modalities.
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Single Modality Fusion
Beside the ability to report individual incidents, our model combines temporal deci-
sions for verification of the vehicle’s identity with no extra communications between
modules. Temporal decision fusion concerns successive events that are detected by
the same module within a certain period (indicating a single target). Spatial decision
fusion requires determination of a cluster head, where the cluster contains 2 or more
modules, to combine decisions. Spatial decision fusion requires intra-module synchro-
nization and sending more data over the network. Spatial decision fusion will raise
network traffic and is not preferred in low power wireless networks [89].
Multimodal Decision Fusion
The availability of multiple transducers at the same module, and the ability to mea-
sure different signals representing different physical representations of the same source
enable better verification of the source. Although multimodal monitoring systems
have shown enhanced performance applying multimodal data/decision fusion [91],
finding an energy efficient methodology for computing the correlation and the depen-
dence between different modalities for the same event represents the main challenge
in both data and feature fusion scenarios [89, 91]. Decision fusion does not require
determining the correlation between modalities, but features are extracted from each
modality and the decisions of the classifiers are combined and a single decision is
produced per module.
Multimodal Relay Fusion
A relay fusion model is proposed for target detection and classification using multi-
modal sensor data. The model does not require defining a correlation or a coupling
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scheme for fusion between modalities. Instead of estimating the correlation between
modalities to combine data obtained from multiple sensors or obtaining multiple de-
cisions and combining these decisions using a specific fusion algorithm, relay fusion
assign specific processing duties to certain modalities and pass on decisions to other
modalities. Duties are assigned depending on the energy profile and performance with
respect to the underlying observation. Relay fusion can be applied to any application
that considers multimodal data obtained from multiple sensors.
In the proposed seismic-acoustic relay fusion model for vehicle detection and classi-
fication [92], acoustic features extracted from events that have seismic activity higher
than the background noise are selected for target identification. The role of seis-
mic data ends by defining the events and the role of the acoustic data starts with
extracting the features. Acoustic data does not need to be processed for the event
detection and there is no need to produce classification decisions based on the seismic
data. Figure 2.5 illustrates the difference between multimodal decision fusion and the
proposed multimodal relay fusion in addition to the combined relay-decision fusion
model. The only requirement for applying relay fusion is some level of synchronization
between different sensors/transducers at the same sensor module. Since the proposed
multimodal fusion model is a decentralized fusion scheme, therefore synchronizing
sensors over the same module can be simply achieved.
A distributed cluster-based algorithm for detection and classification of battle-
field vehicles has proposed to benefit from the distributed deployment of sensor mod-
ules [79]. Dividing the monitored territory into clusters, where a single sensor module
is nominated as the cluster head in each cluster. Correlated data is fused at the
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cluster head for decision generation. Two approaches were proposed: the first com-
bines extracted features; and the second combines individual decisions. Classification
results using decision fusion and a ML classifier led to the best results.
In [91] different forms of collaborative signal processing (fusion techniques) were
illustrated. The advantages and disadvantages of different combinations of data and
decision fusion over both modalities (acoustic and seismic) and modules were dis-
cussed. They did not address temporal fusion, where individual decisions produced
along successive events are combined to produce a single decision. Table 2.4 illus-
trates the most common collaborative signal processing schemes across both time,
modality and space with emphasis on required network resources. Energy efficiency
is determined according to the density of data transmitted across the network and
the complexity of combining data/decisions. Usually data fusion between different
modalities requires computation of a correlation function prior to fusion. Since data
fusion can potentially yield the best performance at the cost of higher communica-
tion and computational burdens, data/feature fusion across modalities at the same
module (no communication) and decision fusion across modules is attractive.
Multiple Vehicle Detection and Classification
More complex approaches for vehicle classification have been applied to the problem
of multi-target detection and classification [2, 57]. In most of these approaches, the
problem was reduced into a single target classification as follows, a bearing estimation
and tracking scheme was initialized followed by beamforming in the direction of each
spatially isolated target. This does not mean that classification of multi-targets can
be always reduced to the simple case of single target classification. Acoustic emission
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Table 2.4: Popular Collaborative Signal Processing Schemes
Schemea
Overhead Distribution Fusion Target Energy
Communication (Span) Level Discrimination efficiency
SM-SMd-ME None Time Decision Single Very High
SM-MMd-SE None Modality Decision Single Moderate
MM-SMd-SE High Space Data Single & Multiple Low
MM-SMd-SE High Space Decision Single & Multiple Moderate
MM-MMd-SE High Space & Modality Data Single & Multiple Very Low
MM-MMd-SE High Space & Modality Decision Single & Multiple Moderate
aSM=Single module, MM=Multiple modules, SMd=Single modality, MMd=Multiple modalities,
SE=Single event, ME=Multiple events
of wheeled and lightweight vehicles is affected by the loud noise coming from the
heavy and tracked vehicles which increases the challenge in separating between such
sources [39].
Military Vehicle Counting, Localization and Tracking
The dense deployment of sensor modules helps in performing additional functions,
beside detection and classification, such as vehicle counting, localization and tracking.
Performing target localization and tracking generally requires sensor array processing,
in which an upper level module is responsible for the localization and tracking of
targets. Signal based localization techniques using the direction of arrival or time
delay estimation techniques require significant wireless resources [93]. In [94–96],
acoustic energy was proposed as an appropriate choice for multiple source localization,
exploiting the fact that acoustic signal intensity generally attenuates with distance
from the source. The ultimate goal for localization algorithms is to reduce inter-
sensor communication and complexity to extend the lifetime of the sensor module
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by transmitting only useful information to the upper level modules. In [96], multi-
modal energy detection is used prior to localization to reduce the false alarm rate and
filter out any events that result from background noise. The localization algorithm
starts with an estimate for candidate target locations when targets are detected in the
covered region. Then an estimation algorithm, such as ML, is applied to determine
the most probable target location from among all candidate locations. In [91], target
tracking was proposed for a single target problem and can be extended to the case
of multiple targets if there is sufficient separation in space and/or time. In [2], an
algorithm has been developed for counting military vehicles using a group of sensors
arranged in a predetermined Field of View (FOV).
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Chapter 3
Time Domain Zero-Crossings:
Bearing Fault Classification
3.1 Overview
ZC features have been successfully used in many signal processing and pattern recog-
nition tasks such as speech recognition [97], vehicle classification [63], and biomedical
applications [98]. The simplicity in extracting such features makes them very attrac-
tive when compared to spectral, wavelet, and statistical features.
Several speech recognition techniques have been built utilizing ZC features since
the observations made by Licklider and Pollack [99] who showed that speech intelli-
gibility is preserved in the speech signal’s ZC. The time intervals between successive
ZC are related in a complicated way to the frequencies present in the time domain
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signal. The features extracted from the signal’s ZC are time domain features but
carry information that is apparent in the frequency domain. The information can
be extracted from the conventional signal’s ZC and/or the signal’s shape between
successive ZC. While the conventional ZC are actually the signal’s real zeros, the
shape/perturbations (e.g., number of minima or maxima between ZC) are propor-
tional to a subset of the signal’s complex zeros [100]. Unlike the duration between
successive ZC, which can be measured directly from the binary signal, extracting
the information from the shape of the signal requires preserving the signal’s am-
plitude. TESPAR [101] proposed generating two descriptors per interval1, where
these descriptors are coded using a symbol alphabet. The generated code is used
for the production of the characteristic features. The alphabet is very dependent on
the application [41, 101, 102] and to reduce the computations needed to generate the
characteristic features, our proposed approach will generate the features approximat-
ing only the original signal’s real zeros. The proposed ZC features will be generated
based on the duration between successive ZC as shown in Figure 3.1.
3.2 ZC characteristic features
Unlike spectral approaches, which require sampling of the vibration, acoustic, or
current signal with a high resolution A/D converter to detect the presence of a specific
characteristic frequency or modulated sidebands, the only information necessary for
generating ZC features is extracted from the polarity of the time domain signal. The
1The interval represents the time period between two successive ZC.
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Figure 3.1: Duration between signal’s ZC
ZC features are generated directly from either the count or the duration of the ZC
intervals.
Two basic measurements are widely used for representing the information enclosed
in the ZC signature [100]. The first is the density of the time intervals between
successive ZC. The second is the excess threshold measurement, which is a function
of the ZC intervals’ durations. The second measurement can be directly obtained
from the first measurement.
The time domain signal is processed in small observation windows, where the
length of the window should be larger than the largest expected time duration between
successive ZC. The generated feature vector is normalized by the duration of the
observation window to be able to compare feature vectors generated using variable
window lengths. Define TQ as the longest expected time duration between successive
ZC and TL as the length of the observation window, where TL ≥ TQ. Divide the
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range [0, TQ] into Q intervals using Q + 1 thresholds (T0, T1, . . . , TQ), where T0 = 0.
The first measurement is simply generated by counting the number of ZC intervals
in the current observation window whose duration falls between each pair of adjacent
thresholds. Let cj denote the count of ZC intervals whose duration falls between Tj−1
and Tj , where j = 1, 2, . . . , Q. The characteristic feature vector formed from the first
measurement is
FVcount =
1
TL
[c1 c2 . . . cQ], (3.1)
The second measurement was developed by Thomas and Niederjohn [103] and it
represents the fraction of the current time window for which ZC intervals exceed a
certain threshold Tj , where j = 0, 1, . . . , Q − 1. The characteristic feature vector
formed from the second measurement is
FVduration =
1
TL
[f(T0) f(T1) . . . f(TQ−1)], (3.2)
where
f(Tj) =
1
2
Q−1∑
k=j
ck+1(Tk + Tk+1). (3.3)
where the product 1
2
ck+1(Tk+Tk+1) estimates the sum of time intervals with duration
falling in the range Tk < T < Tk+1, and ck+1 is the count of ZC intervals whose
duration falls between Tk and Tk+1. The second measurement produces a descending
feature vector with f(T0) equal to the duration of the observation window, TL. This
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reduces the effective feature vector length to Q − 1 as compared to Q for the first
measurement.
3.2.1 Computational Savings
A key benefit of the proposed approach lies in the computational power needed to
generate the characteristic feature vectors as compared to other spectral or statistical
features. The number of real multiplications required for generating the ZC features
is O(Q), where Q is the number of intervals. The number of complex multiplications
required to obtain N FFT coefficients is O(N log2 N) [104]. Each complex multipli-
cation requires four real multiplications and two real additions. Spectral features will
result in a larger feature vector and will either employ an optimization function to
reduce the length of the generated feature vector or will require more computations by
the classifier. When considering the memory requirements, ZC features are generated
from the polarity of the acquired vibration signal (1 bit) which requires minimum data
storage when compared to spectral and statistical approaches. ZC features are also
characterized by generating a fixed length feature vector independent of the window
length. Finally, careful implementation choices for the ZC features (e.g., multiplies
by factors of two being replaced by shifts) will result in even greater simplifications.
3.2.2 Application to Bearing Fault Detection
ZC features are characterized by low computational and memory requirements. How-
ever, the question remains, to what extent are they useful in signal discrimination?
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Independent of the selected classifier, simulation results in [63, 67] have proven that
ZC features generated using only the duration between successive ZC are efficiently
capable of discriminating between classes that have fewer variations among their
signatures. Since ZC features select part of the signature for discrimination, the
generated features should be easily separable. In this Chapter, we will assess the per-
formance of the proposed ZC features in early identification of bearing faults using the
vibration signals acquired by accelerometers mounted over the housing of induction
motors.
3.3 Bearing vibration data model
Rolling bearings consist of two concentric rings, called the inner raceway and the outer
raceway, with a set of rolling elements (balls) running in their tracks [85]. The balls
in a bearing are guided in a cage that ensures uniform spacing and prevents mutual
contact. The magnitude of the vibration data can be an indication of a potential
defect and it can be utilized for differentiating between a motor with or without
defects. Early detection and diagnosis requires additional processing of the vibration
data since some defects will not produce a significant change in the vibration data until
a complete failure is about to happen. A single point bearing defect will produce a
harmonic series with a FF fD equal to one of four characteristic frequencies depending
on which bearing surface the defect occurs. Assuming that the inner race is rotating
with the shaft while the outer race is fixed, these four characteristic frequencies are
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Figure 3.2: Bearing dimensions and characteristic defect frequencies
given as2 [27, 85, 105]:
Ball defect: fB =
dp
dB
fR(1−
d2Bcos
2(θ)
d2P
)
Inner race defect: fI =
NB
2
fR(1 +
dBcos(θ)
dP
)
Outer race defect: fO =
NB
2
fR(1−
dBcos(θ)
dP
)
Cage defect: fC =
1
2
fR(1−
dBcos(θ)
dP
) (3.4)
where dp is the pitch diameter, dB is the ball diameter, fR is the motor rotational
frequency, θ is the ball contact angle (with the races), and NB is the number of
rolling elements. Figure 3.2 illustrates the bearings’ dimensions and their relation to
characteristic defect frequencies.
Since most bearing vibrations are periodic movements, it is more relevant to ex-
press the vibration signal in the form of harmonic signature. Motor vibrations can be
2The ball defect frequency is frequently represented as double the ball spin frequency, where the
ball defect will hit both the inner and outer raceways each time the ball spins on its own axis [85,105].
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modeled as the sum of three components. The first is a harmonic series approximat-
ing vibrations caused by mass imbalance or misalignment3 having a FF fR equivalent
to the motor speed and M harmonics [105]. The second is a harmonic series approx-
imating vibrations caused by mechanical shockwaves produced due to the occurrence
of collisions when rolling elements pass over defect areas with a FF fD
4 and L har-
monics [27]. The third component represents the inter-modulation between the two
harmonic series. A simple vibration model approximating motor vibrations can be
expressed as
v(t) = x1(t) + x2(t) + αx1(t)x2(t),
where x1(t) =
M∑
k=1
A1kcos(2πkfRt+ ϕ1k),
and x2(t) =
L∑
k=1
A2kcos(2πkfDt + ϕ2k), (3.5)
where α is a scaling factor and (fR, A1k, ϕ1k) and (fD, A2k, ϕ2k) are the FF, and the
amplitude and phase of the kth harmonic for the first and second harmonic series,
respectively. During normal operations and without any defects, only x1(t) can be
detected. The second harmonic series appears with the start of a single point defect
in the bearings and its harmonics’ amplitudes increase giving rise to the sidebands of
the third component with the increase in the severity of a defect [66]. The only two
3Mass imbalance is caused by the non-uniform distribution of mass about the center of rota-
tion and misalignment occurs when the shafts of the driver and the driven machines do not align
properly [105].
4fD is equal to one of the characteristic defect frequencies.
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components that can be estimated a priori in this harmonic model are fR and fD,
while all other components are unknown to the analyst beside the fact that certain
harmonics start to appear only at certain levels of defect severity. In order to illustrate
the distribution of the vibration signal energy in the frequency domain with respect
to bearing’s condition, several spectra of the vibration data5 acquired (in [105]) using
an accelerometer are shown in Figure 3.3. It is clear from the spectra that during
normal operation with no defects, the vibration energy is concentrated in the lower
2 kHz band with only three distinct harmonics. When a bearing defect starts to
occur, the inter-modulation between the two harmonic series give rise to sidebands
with most of the energy between 2 − 4 kHz. In order to justify the occurrence of
significant spectral peaks, the rotational speed should be precisely estimated and the
bearings’ dimensions and the number of balls must be known. This information may
not be available in many situations [105].
The authors in [106] studied bearing fault induced failures and they observed that
> 80% of the time, the variation in the vibration signature will follow the following
four stages:
. 1st stage, microscopic defects with almost no change in the spectrum since only
shock pulses in the ultrasonic range (> 20 KHz) will appear.
. 2nd stage, with the start of a single point defect, the impact between the rolling
elements and the bearing races will excite the bearings’ natural frequencies6.
5The bearings have 9 balls, the pitch diameter to ball diameter dP
dB
= 4.9, and the rotational
speed fR = 29.13Hz.
6The natural frequencies of most bearings lie between 850 and 1700 Hz [106].
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Figure 3.3: Vibration signal spectrum during normal operation and 3 single points
defects
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Later during the end of this stage, the natural frequencies become modulated
with the motor’s rotational frequency.
. 3rd stage, defect characteristic frequencies begin to appear in the vibration
spectrum and with the increase in the defect severity, those defect frequencies
and their harmonics become modulated with the motor’s rotational frequency.
. 4th stage, the sidebands surrounding the defect frequency and its harmonics will
grow higher in magnitude and additional sidebands (2x and 3x of the rotational
frequency) will show up followed by random high frequency components just
prior to complete failure.
In [106], it was shown through a series of experiments that starting from the 3rd stage,
other defects might show up in the vibration signature and the time it takes until
complete failure is highly unpredictable. For more details regarding the variations
in the vibration signature with increase in severity level, please refer to [106]. In
figure 3.3, the rotational frequency was 29.53 Hz, and the characteristic frequencies
for the ball defect, inner race defect, and outer race defect were 139.19 Hz, 159.91
Hz, and 105.86 Hz, respectively. It is clear from the spectra that during normal
operation with no defects, the vibration energy is concentrated in the lower 2 KHz
band with only three distinct harmonics. Although the rotating speed is at 29.53 Hz,
there are two peaks at 1 KHz and 2.1 KHz, which can be related to the presence
of a microscopic defect that caused the bearings to vibrate at the bearing system
natural frequencies (500− 2000 Hz for most bearing systems [106]). At the 3rd stage,
with the presence of a bearing defect, the defect frequency and its harmonics become
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modulated with the rotational frequency, which give rise to sidebands with most of
the energy between 2− 4 KHz. This is clearly seen in Figure 3.3. In order to justify
the occurrence of significant spectral peaks and identify the defect type/source, the
rotational speed should be estimated and the bearings’ dimensions and the number
of balls must be known [105].
In order to search among all candidate characteristic defect frequencies, the FFT
can be computed with a spectral resolution around 1 Hz and the rotational speed
of the motor should be precisely estimated. At a given rotational speed, bearings’
dimensions, and number of balls, characteristic defect frequencies cannot be mistaken
among each other but a subset of their higher harmonics might overlap [105]. Reliable
fault identification using the vibration signal spectrum requires analyzing the whole
spectrum which requires complex computations not suitable for low power microcon-
troller implementation on a sensor module. Even with precisely defining the bearings’
dimensions, and fixing the load, the rotational speed will fluctuate because of external
factors such as the performance of the controller, noise, and disturbance in the power
system [85]. Figure 3.4 shows the spectrum of an inner race fault with an inner race
defect frequency fI = 157.91 Hz obtained with a spectral resolution of 0.75 Hz. It is
apparent from the spectrum that distinct peaks represent only the inter-modulation
sidebands. This relative level of signal harmonics has encouraged the development of
amplitude demodulation (envelope) detectors for fault identification [27].
Figure 3.5 shows examples of the characteristic features extracted from accelerom-
eter recordings for a rotating motor with no defect and three separately applied single
point defects (Ball, Inner, and Outer). The observation window of length TL = 0.34
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Figure 3.5: ZC characteristic features (FVcount - top and FVduration - bottom)
seconds is divided into Q = 10 intervals and the two previously described feature
vectors are generated for each window. From the extracted features we can observe
that for a motor with no defects either the first or the second type of feature vector is
distinct compared to the features obtained from a motor with a single point bearing
defect. The generated features for the ball defect and outer race defect are more sim-
ilar to each other than to the inner race defect, which is consistent with the spectral
representations shown in Figure 3.3.
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3.4 Bearings data set
Vibration data was collected [28, 105] from the drive end bearing of an induction
motor using accelerometers, which were attached to the housing with magnetic bases.
Accelerometers were placed at the 12 O’clock position at the drive end of the motor
housing. Vibration signals were collected using a 16 channel Digital Audio Tape
(DAT) recorder. All data files are stored in Matlab (*.mat) format. Digital data was
collected at 12000 samples per second. Speed and horsepower data were collected
using the torque transducer/encoder and were recorded by hand.
Experiments were conducted using a 2 hp Reliance Electric motor (Figure 3.6).
Data was collected for normal bearings and single-point defects. The bearings used
are deep groove bearings manufactured by NTN (p/n 6205c3) with fB = 4.71x,
fI = 5.41x, fO = 3.59x, and fC = 0.40x, where x is the rotational frequency. Motor
bearings were seeded with faults using Electro-Discharge Machining (EDM). Faults
ranging from 0.007 inches in diameter to 0.021 inches in diameter were introduced
separately at the inner raceway, rolling element (i.e. ball) and outer raceway. Faulted
bearings were reinstalled into the test motor and vibration data was recorded for
motor loads of 0 to 3 horsepower (motor speeds of 1797 to 1720 RPM). The test
stand consists of the motor, a torque transducer/encoder, a dynamometer, and control
electronics. The test bearings support the motor shaft. SKF bearings were used for
the 0.007, 0.014 and 0.021 inches in diameter faults. Drive end bearing specifications,
including bearing geometry and defect frequencies are listed in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.6: The test stand (the motor(left), the torque transducer/encoder (center),
and the dynamometer (right))
3.5 Experimental results
A three-layer FNN with a sigmoid transfer function is utilized, where the number
of neurons in the input layer is equivalent to the length of the characteristic feature
vector and the number of neurons in the output layer is 4 corresponding to No-
fault, ball fault, inner race fault, and outer race fault. The number of neurons in the
hidden layer is usually selected to be sufficiently large so that the network is capable of
adapting, as indicated by improved performance. Increasing the number of neurons
requires storing more weights and biases and performing more calculations. So a
trade-off exists between increased performance and reduced complexity. With these
constraints, we varied the number of neurons in the hidden layer between 3 and 30
and we found that having fewer than 8 neurons in the hidden layer limited the ability
of the ANN to adapt. In addition, there was no significant increase in discrimination
capability with more than 12 neurons in the hidden layer. Therefore, the number of
neurons chosen for the hidden layer in our simulations is 10. The ANN is trained for
200 epochs, where after each epoch, the weights and biases are updated once using
a factor of 1.2 times the error derivative after calculating the ANN output using all
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Table 3.1: The bearing specifications
Size
Inside Diameter 0.9843 inches
Outside Diameter 2.0472 inches
Thickness 0.5906 inches
Ball Diameter 0.3126 inches
Pitch Diameter 1.537 inches
Number of balls 9
Defect frequencies (multiple of running speed in Hz)
Inner Ring 5.4152
Outer Ring 3.5848
Cage Train 0.39828
Rolling Element 4.7135
available passes in the entire training data set. The performance function for the
FNN is MSE. Figure 3.7 illustrates the decrease in the MSE with respect to training
epochs. The FNN started to adapt to the variable data in the training set after just a
few epochs and training for 100 epochs or more guarantees a good classification rate.
Training up to 1000 epochs or more did not give any significant increase (or decrease)
in the classification performance.
Classification results are given in the form of detection, false alarm and classifi-
cation rates. The detection rate for each class is the ratio of the number of events
correctly classified for the given class to the total number of events in the given class.
The false alarm rate for each class is the ratio of the number events for all other
classes classified as the given class to the total number of events in the given class.
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Figure 3.7: The FNN performance (MSE) vs. training epochs
The classification rate is the ratio of the number of events correctly classified for all
classes to the total number of events.
The recorded vibration data was divided into observation windows, where each
observation window indicates an event. Selecting a specific window length does not
require a precise estimate of either the rotational frequency, or the bearings’ dimen-
sions. Since the length of the window should be larger than the largest expected time
duration between successive ZC, the window length will be selected to acquire the
lowest frequency that might show up in the vibration signal. From equation (3.4),
and given the fact that dp > dB, and NB > 2, the smallest frequency of interest
will be the cage defect frequency. The cage defect frequency can be 0.25 or larger
times the motor rotational frequency. Geometrical constraints limit the maximum
number of balls that can fit in a bearing with a given pitch diameter to ball di-
ameter ratio [105]. Thus, we can argue that for a given number of balls, the pitch
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diameter to ball diameter ratio is at least a specific value which limits the expected
cage defect frequency, which guarantees that the smallest frequency of interest can-
not be lower than a specific value. This matches the argument in [106], that the
cage defect frequency will always range from 0.33x rotational frequency and 0.48x
rotational frequency and that the cage defect frequency will not normally appear as
its fundamental defect frequency but will appear as a sideband of one of the other
characteristic defect frequencies. Given that the rotational speed for the test motor
is > 1700 RPM, the window length should be selected > 1
2∗0.25∗fr
= 0.07 seconds. All
of our window lengths exceeded 0.07 seconds.
Our first set of results are for Monte-Carlo simulations of 100 iterations. In each
iteration 1
3
of the total number of detected events are randomly selected for network
training and the remaining 2
3
are used for testing. For the given vibration record-
ings, the maximum time duration between successive ZC was 5.7 msec. The range
[0, 5.7] msec was divided into 10 and 20 intervals using the thresholds shown in Ta-
ble 3.2. Different variations of threshold levels were tested and the best classification
results were obtained for those with uneven ascending spacing as those shown in
Table 3.2. This collection of thresholds outperformed both linear and logarithmic
spacing.
Table 3.2: Thresholds used in defining ZC intervals
Intervals Thresholds (msec)
10 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.1, 1.4, 1.8, and 5.7
20 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.1, 1.3, 1.5, 1.7, 1.9, 2.1,
2.3, 2.6, 2.9, 3.2, and 5.7
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ZC features were evaluated for three different observation windows (0.085, 0.17,
and 0.34 seconds)7. The two feature vectors described previously (FVcount and FVduration)
were generated for each event corresponding to the two measurements as illustrated
in section 3.3. Tables 3.3 and 3.4 compare the results obtained for features generated
by dividing the ZC intervals into 10 and 20 intervals, respectively.
Table 3.3: Bearing fault identification results for 10 ZC intervals - single event clas-
sification
Features FVcount FVduration
Observation window (seconds) 0.085 0.17 0.34 0.085 0.17 0.34
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
% No fault 99.97 99.71 99.88 99.97 99.82 99.29
Ball fault 88.28 93.81 97.17 85.42 90.30 94.97
Inner race fault 96.26 98.49 95.44 93.24 95.44 93.99
Outer race fault 87.36 92.33 95.56 86.48 91.63 97.09
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
%
No fault 0.02 0.17 0.04 0.09 0.38 0.18
Ball fault 4.00 2.32 1.45 4.81 3.02 1.81
Inner race fault 0.51 0.46 0.78 1.38 1.52 1.00
Outer race fault 4.33 2.02 1.46 4.77 2.28 1.64
Classification rate% 93.25 96.21 97.13 91.59 94.53 96.46
The classification results in Tables 3.3 and 3.4 demonstrate that the information
contained within the ZC features was sufficient to specify whether the motor had a
defect or not and, if so, to specify the defect type. The ANN was able to identify
the kind of defect with high classification rates among all classes. Identifying a non
defective motor was very high > 99% over all observation windows and using either
7The total number of events are 6000 for 0.085 second windows.
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Table 3.4: Bearing fault identification results for 20 ZC intervals - single event clas-
sification
Features FVcount FVduration
Observation window (seconds) 0.085 0.17 0.34 0.085 0.17 0.34
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
% No fault 99.68 99.54 99.31 99.74 99.49 99.88
Ball fault 87.73 91.75 95.63 83.56 88.94 92.10
Inner race fault 93.88 95.35 93.46 92.80 93.02 93.25
Outer race fault 87.11 92.48 95.46 86.60 90.75 94.48
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
%
No fault 0.28 0.35 0.04 0.13 0.24 0.04
Ball fault 4.25 2.63 1.84 5.10 4.03 2.61
Inner race fault 1.13 1.04 1.45 1.80 1.68 1.77
Outer race fault 4.24 2.56 1.75 4.71 2.77 1.93
Classification rate% 92.45 94.99 96.11 91.06 93.34 95.15
of the generated ZC features. Increasing the duration of the observation window
was more advantageous for identifying what kind of defect was present, where the
classification rate for both ball and outer race defects increased by 4% or more each
for doubling the window’s width. The highest confusion is between ball and outer
race defect, where 4% of ball defects were misclassified as outer race defects and vice
versa for smaller observation windows. There was no gain for doubling the number of
ZC intervals in the FV. Also note that having more intervals generates longer vectors
and requires a larger neural network for classification. There is a slight improvement
in the average classification rate using the feature vector generated using the first
measurement (FVcount).
In order to evaluate the ability to identify defects outside the training set and
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assess the ability of early detection of bearings’ faults, the previous experiment was
repeated using test features that were extracted from events with different defect levels
than those used in training the neural network. Table 3.5 shows the classification
results for a 0.34 second window, using FVcount obtained for the following:
1. Training using events with a smaller defect (0.007 inches) and testing using
events with larger defects (0.014, and 0.021).
2. Training using events with a medium defect (0.014 inches) and testing using
events with smaller and larger defects (0.007, and 0.021).
3. Training using events with a large defect (0.021 inches) and testing using events
with smaller defects (0.007, and 0.014).
It is clear from Table 3.5 that, on average, training using events with a large de-
fect is much better than training using events with a smaller defect when utilizing ZC
features. Since the magnitude of the defect characteristic frequency and the inter-
modulation sidebands are proportional to the defect size, features extracted from
events with larger defects are more easily separable from those extracted from events
with no defects. The ANN adapts easily to separable features, which helps in identi-
fying smaller, medium, and large defects without much degradation in performance.
The ability to identify smaller defects is very important for early detection.
In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed ZC features in a more realistic
scenario, where the classifier is not trained for all types of single point defects, the
previous experiment was repeated using test features that were extracted from events
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Table 3.5: Bearing fault identification results for 0.34 seconds observation windows
and 10 ZC intervals - separate training and testing - single event classification
Features FVcount
Training defect size (inches) 0.007 0.014 0.021
Testing defect size (inches) 0.014 and 0.021 0.007 and 0.021 0.007 and 0.014
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
% No fault 99.89 99.96 99.79
Ball fault 77.58 84.39 91.37
Inner race fault 69.48 87.05 95.25
Outer race fault 78.96 92.45 94.74
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
%
No fault 8.23 1.07 0.07
Ball fault 5.90 1.95 1.65
Inner race fault 5.13 3.81 1.16
Outer race fault 4.19 4.40 2.92
Classification rate% 82.52 91.46 95.55
with different defect types than those used in training the neural network. The
neural network is trained using features extracted from a no defect recordings and
either a ball, inner race, or outer race defect and tested for features extracted from
a no defect and the remaining two single point defects (using cross validation). In
this case the neural network is trained to tell if the current event is for a normal
bearing or a defected bearing. Table 3.6 shows the classification results for a 0.085
second window, using FVcount, and a 10 ZC intervals. It is clear from Table 3.6
that because the vibration signatures of defected bearings are distinct from normal
bearings, ZC features are capable of preserving this distinction and the ANN was
capable of identifying defected vibration signatures from normal non-defected ones
with an average classification rate of 99.91%.
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Table 3.6: Bearing fault identification results for 10 ZC intervals - single event clas-
sification - Unknown faults
Features FVcount
Training classes No fault & Ball No fault & Inner race No fault & Outer race
Testing classes
No fault & No fault & No fault &
Inner & Outer race Ball & Outer race Ball & Inner race
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
%
No fault 100 100 100
fault 100 100 98.91
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
%
No fault 0.00 0.00 0.91
fault 0.00 0.00 0.00
Classification rate % 100 100 99.91
A simple way of increasing the detection rate of bearing faults is through decision
fusion by combining individual decisions obtained from single events to produce a
single decision. We selected a simple temporal decision fusion algorithm that com-
bines consecutive individual decisions produced during a single recording that lasts
for few seconds. The basic temporal decision fusion algorithm employs voting between
individual decisions, which is a simple and efficient method with a minimum num-
ber of computations and minimal memory requirements. Table 3.7 shows the single
event and decision fusion classification results obtained for training using events with
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larger defects and testing using events with smaller defects. With decision fusion, the
false alarm rate for the no fault class is zero, which increases the reliability in the
identification system.
Table 3.7: Bearing fault identification results for 0.34 seconds observation windows
and 10 ZC intervals - separate training and testing with fusion
Features FVcount
Training defect size (inches) 0.021
Testing defect size (inches) 0.007 and 0.014
Decision Single Fusion
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
% No fault 99.79 100.00
Ball fault 91.37 97.72
Inner race fault 95.25 98.86
Outer race fault 94.74 100.00
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
%
No fault 0.07 0.00
Ball fault 1.65 0.00
Inner race fault 1.16 0.45
Outer race fault 2.92 0.90
Classification rate % 95.55 99.02
Table 3.8 shows a comparison between the present work and three published works
using different characteristic features generated from the vibration signal of rotating
machinery and feedforward neural networks for classification. In [65], the authors
used statistical parameters for classifying between normal and defective bearings.
In [85] and [107], the authors used spectral features which requires fast processing,
high precision, and a large number of complex multiplications compared to our ap-
proach using ZC based features. All four methods achieve a high classification rate,
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but the actual benefit in the proposed approach lies in the simplicity in extracting the
characteristic features directly from the polarity of the time domain sensor recordings
without signal transformation or complicated analysis of the transformed coefficients.
ZC characteristic features can be obtained for different window sizes as long as the
window is long enough to acquire the largest expected time duration between succes-
sive ZC.
Table 3.8: Comparison between four different characteristic features used in identify-
ing bearing faults
Reference Features Classified states Classification rate%
[85] FFT+Statistical Normal, ball, inner, 86.8 - 96.2
and outer race
[65] Statistical Normal and defective 98 - 100
[107] Wavelet+PCA Inner and outer 82.8 - 96.3
Present work ZC (FVcount) Normal, ball, inner, 93.2 - 97.1
Table 3.3 and outer race
Present work ZC (FVcount) Normal, ball, inner,
Table 3.5 separate training & testing and outer race 82.5 - 95.5
Table 3.7 + fusion 83.3 - 99.2
Present work ZC FVcount Normal and defective 99.1 - 100
Table 3.6
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Chapter 4
Time Domain Harmonics’
Amplitudes: Military Vehicle
Classification
4.1 Overview
There is a subset of harmonic signals that, although it includes multiple harmonic
series, the energy for any given signal is highly concentrated in a specific series that
can be used to characterize the source. With the focus of extracting features for clas-
sification, not for signal reconstruction, the proposed TDHA algorithm estimates the
harmonics’ amplitudes of a simple single harmonic structure. Since our motivation for
developing the TDHA algorithm was primarily for the detection and classification of
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military vehicles using their acoustic/seismic signatures for peacekeeping operations,
it is appropriate to present the developed feature extraction algorithm in the context
of the acoustic/seismic signature of military ground vehicles.
The chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.2 points out the need for an efficient
monitoring system for peacekeeping operations, Section 4.3 describes the data sets
used in the evaluation process, Section 4.4 presents the acoustic signature of ground
vehicles, Section 4.5 illustrates the development of the TDHA algorithm and the
computational savings compared to extracting features from the spectral domain,
and Section 4.6 presents the experimental results.
4.2 Motivation: Bringing technology to peacekeep-
ing operations
Peacekeeping is one among a range of activities undertaken by the United Nations
(UN) and other international actors to maintain international peace and security
throughout the world [108]. The UN has more experience monitoring cease-fire and
peace agreements than any other organization. The UN peace operations have evolved
considerably from early observer missions to armed complex multidimensional oper-
ations. The UN operations have relied almost exclusively on human observers, both
military and civilian, for monitoring. It is difficult, if not impossible, to monitor large
regions, and to maintain a permanent presence in distant locations relying only on
human observers [30]. Furthermore, when violence rises, it becomes more dangerous
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to maintain a human presence. Modern technology offers a number of alternatives
to efficiently monitor vast territories when the presence of military observers is not
recommended, especially during conflicts. Beside the extended range, unmanned
monitoring offers the ability to record data and retrieve information which can be
very useful for further analysis or as a reliable evidence for agreement verification.
Modern monitoring technologies offer aerospace, ground and even underground con-
tinuous surveillance.
The UN has used some monitoring technologies in missions but mostly in an
inconsistent manner. Simple digital and video cameras, often brought by the human
observer, are now providing valuable photographic evidence, but they are not yet a
regular part of the monitoring program [30]. The lack of a defined schema for an
unmanned modern monitoring system makes it hard to rely on the collected data for
monitoring agreements or even establishing the agreements [30].
Implementation of cease-fire or peace agreements is the principal motive for de-
ployment of UN peacekeeping operations. Besides keeping peace, UN peacekeeping
operations may also use force at the tactical level to defend themselves and their
mandate, particularly in situations where the State is unable to provide security and
maintain public order [108].
Since 1984 and there have been more than 60 UN peacekeeping operations around
the world. As of July 2011, the number of peacekeeping operations is 15 [109], while
the current operations directed and supported by the Department of Peacekeeping
Operations (DPKO) is 16 (figure 4.1). The approved budgets for the period between
July 1st, 2010 and June 30th, 2011 is about $7.83 billion [109]. More than 113,000
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Figure 4.1: Current UN administered peacekeeping operations
persons are serving in these 15 operations. Troops and military observers represent
more than 72% of the total numbers of persons involved in these operations [110].
Despite the huge increase in personnel and operations, peacekeeping remained an
extremely cost-effective enterprise compared to its goals and achievements. The most
recent successful peacekeeping operation was terminated on July 9th, 2011 after the
birth of the Republic of South Sudan as a result of a six-year peace process [109].
The annual budget for all UN peacekeeping is equal to approximately one half of one
percent of global military spending [111].
The US Government Accountability Office (GAO) had reported to the Committee
on Foreign Relations, U.S. Senate in [112] the challenges that face the UN peacekeep-
ing unit when deploying any new operation. In their report, GAO pointed out that as
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of September 2008, ongoing UN operations had about a 20% gap between troops and
military observers authorized to carry out operations and actual deployments. The
gap was about 34% for both police and civilians serving at these operations. These
gaps reflect current UN difficulties in obtaining and distributing their resources to
carry out operations. Lack of these resources and infrastructure would question the
ability of the UN to provide peace and build confidence [112].
A commissioned study [30] for the UN-DPKO over the role of technology in im-
proving monitoring and surveillance for peacekeeping operations proposed the rapid
engagement of automated monitoring systems in all operations as a vital solution
to fill the gap between mandates and capabilities. Ground sensing using a group of
unmanned sensor nodes, for detection and identification of moving objects, represents
a central element of every UN peacekeeping mandate; it is strange that monitoring
technologies are missing from the organization agenda. This lack is emphasized by
contrast to the UN-DPKO’s use of state of the art communications systems, which
are rapidly deployable anywhere on the globe, and capable of voice, video and data
transmission at the operational level [30].
The UN does not have the state of the art technology or access to the high
resolution satellite images and the information available to the US, UK, Russia, and
China, hindering their efforts to maintain international peace and security. Many of
the UN tools for monitoring territories are either too antiquated to perform efficiently
or consume too much of their relatively scarce human resources. In summary, despite
the rapid evolution of sensor technologies, the UN has been slow to apply sensors
to the military or civilian domains of its peacekeeping operations. Several examples
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from the UN-DPKO’s reports show the importance of importing modern monitoring
in current and future operations. For example in Rwanda 1994 [30], due to the lack of
situational awareness, field personnel have found themselves in untenable situations.
The force commander, General R. Dallaire, complained of being “deaf and blind” in
the field.
Nefarious activities are much more likely to be carried out under the cover of
darkness, rather than in the revealing light of day. So it is important for monitoring
techniques to be able to operate equally well during day and night. Under darkness
technical information complements human observation by creating a larger and more
detailed picture of the area of operation. Unmanned ground sensors help peacekeepers
perform better monitoring over larger areas, in rough territories, at night and in severe
weather conditions. A dependable, reliable monitoring system will be very beneficial
for all sides, the UN (or the monitoring organization) and the concerned parties. The
UN will provide an efficient early warning system for the safety of its troops and
observers and will efficiently deliver reports based on broad observations.
4.3 Data Sets
This section describes two different data sets that include recordings for different
ground vehicles using a group of ground sensor stations. Our experiments use the
raw time series data collected during both experiments. We will summarize the data
collection procedures, available vehicles, and the deployed sensors for each data set.
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4.3.1 The Bochum Verification Project (BVP) Data Set
The Bochum data set was collected in the context of the BVP [113], which investi-
gates the potential of automatic sensor systems for verification of disarmament and
peace keeping agreements. The project started in 1989 and several recordings and
investigations have been performed in both Germany and the Netherlands. Their
most recent data set of ground vehicles was collected during October 2000 on the
site of the Bundeswehr Technical Center for Weapons and Ammunition (WTD 91)
in Meppen, Germany [113]. The sensor deployment consisted of two sensor stations.
Each station was equipped with a 24-bit A/D converter, a digital signal processor, 64
MB RAM and an EEPROM device emulating the hard drive in addition to a 10/100
Ethernet adapter for transferring the recorded data and results to a laptop PC. Each
sensor station offered acoustic measurements sampled at 20 KHz and 3D seismic mea-
surements sampled at 5 KHz using a microphone and three 3D geophone assembly
(two horizontals and a vertical), respectively. The microphone nominal sensitivity
was 50 mV/Pa and the geophone sensitivity was 26 V/(m/s).
Four parallel lanes were used at the site, one concrete lane and three sand lanes
as depicted in Figure 4.2. The width of the concrete lane was 5 meters and the width
of each sand lane was 6 meters. The length of the road was 400 meters, 200 m on
each side of the main sensor line, with the two stations placed at the two different
sides of the road half way between the start and the end of the road. Station 1 was
placed 29.6 meters from the concrete road and station 2 was placed 71.8 meters from
the concrete road on the other side (the separation between the two stations was
101.4 meters). Only one vehicle at a time was driven past the sensing stations while
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Figure 4.2: Layout of the sensor stations’ positions
the data was collected. More than 365 runs (> 19.5 Hours) were recorded at variable
speeds with different directions and on different surfaces.
Five tracked vehicles (Leopard 1, Leopard 2, M48, Jaguar, and Wiesel) and five
wheeled vehicles (Fuchs, Hermelin, MB 1017, Unimog, and a Volkswagen van) were
used in generating the data set. Table 4.1 lists some of the important specifications
of the vehicles. Each vehicle was allowed to pass several times in both directions
with respect to the stations at the same speed. This process was repeated for seven
different speeds. Although the system was constructed from only two stations, the
large number of vehicles and several days of recordings allowed for the generation
of a large data set with thousands of events. The vehicles can be classified into 4
different categories depending on type of track and the vehicle’s weight; heavyweight
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Heavyweight Tracked                  Lightweight Tracked
                                  
      Leopard 1           Leopard 2             M 48          Jaguar             Wiesel 
 
  Heavyweight Wheeled         Lightweight Wheeled 
                                    
          Fuchus   Hermelin     MB 1017   Unimog      VW 70X0C 
Figure 4.3: Four different vehicle classes
tracked, heavyweight wheeled, lightweight tracked, and lightweight wheeled. Fig-
ure 4.3 demonstrates the four categories with the types of vehicles considered in each
category.
Table 4.1: Different vehicles’ specifications
Vehicle Type
Weight Number of Engine
Transmission
(Kg) Cylinders (cm3)
Heavyweight Tracked
Leopard 1 Main Battle Tank 40200 10 37.4 auto
Leopard 2 Main Battle Tank 52000 12 47.6 auto
Jaguar Tank Destroyer 23200 8 29.9 auto
M48 Main Battle Tank 45600 12 29.4 auto
Heavyweight Wheeled
Fuchs Armored General Purpose Carr. 14400 8 12.8 auto
Hermelin Reconnaissance Vehicle 9745 6 5.7 manual
Lightweight Tracked
Wiesel Airborne Weapon carrier 1927 5 2.0 auto
Lightweight Wheeled
MB 1017 Medium Truck 6800 6 5.7 manual
Unimog Small Truck 5150 6 5.7 manual
VW 70X0C Van 1713 5 2.4 manual
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4.3.2 SensIT Project Data Set
The SensIT (SENSor Information Technology) data set was collected during the
Wireless Distributed Sensor Network (WDSN) experiment, sponsored by DARPA,
conducted at 29 Palms, CA, USA in November 2001 [40]. The purpose of the original
experiment was to investigate the performance of a densely deployed sensor network
in detection and classification of ground vehicles when a set of existing pattern clas-
sification methods are applied. The original experiment randomly deployed seventy
five WINS (Wireless Integrated Network Sensors) NG 2.0 nodes [114] at the Marine
Corps Air Ground Combat Center in 29 Palms, CA, USA. A map of the entire field
with the distribution of the sensor nodes are shown in Figure 4.4. The field included
three roads, the west to north road, the north to east road, and the east to west road.
The sensor field was an area of approximately 900 by 300 meters and the nodes were
deployed randomly along the sides of the roads with separation of adjacent nodes
ranging from 20 to 40 meters.
The nodes were equipped with three different transducers, a microphone, a geo-
phone and a polarized Infrared (IR) sensor, to enable nodes to record the acoustic,
seismic, and infrared signals, respectively. Each node holds an A/D converter and
an on-board programmable digital signal processor. We received the data collected
at the third SensIT situational experiment (SITEX02), organized by DARPA/IXOs
SensIT program. The acoustic, seismic, and infrared data were recorded with a rate
of 4960 Hz. The recordings were for two heavyweight vehicles: a tracked vehicle, Am-
phibious Assault Vehicle (AAV), shown in Figure 4.5, and a wheeled vehicle, Dragon
Wagon (DW), shown in Figure 4.6. Each recording (run) represents a single vehicle
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Figure 4.4: SensIT field
moving along one of the three roads either with a constant or an accelerating speed.
During SITEX00, research groups from BAE systems and Xerox PARC (Palo Alto
Research Center) recorded low bandwidth seismic and broadband acoustic data for
two types of tracked vehicles and five types of wheeled vehicles. The recordings at
SITEX00 are not available for public use. The seismic data was sampled at 256 Hz.
The BAE data was sampled at 10 KHz and the Xerox data was sampled at 20-
40 KHz [73]. Although SITEX00 included seven vehicles, the classification schemes
presented in [73] select between tracked and wheeled vehicles without determining
the specific class of the vehicle.
The original recording was triggered manually which resulted in the duration of
each run being several minutes. The set of detected events is expected to be relatively
small, as these occur only when the vehicle is within a certain range with respect to
the node. Usually an energy based detection algorithm is used for determining the
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Figure 4.5: Assault Amphibian Vehicle Figure 4.6: Dragon Wagon Vehicle
data that defines an event from the complete run recording. We have manually
labeled individual events of duration 0.5 seconds to establish whether the acoustic
signal reflects the presence of a vehicle or background noise. Manual labeling was
performed by listening to the acoustic signal and labeling individual events. Listening
was repeated several times before the final label was assigned. The purpose of labeling
these short events was to provide a ground truth for events in the data set. In addition,
this allows us to establish the efficiency of energy based detection schemes for different
modalities. The labeling includes 16 randomly selected nodes over 6 complete runs,
resulting in a total of 96 manually labeled runs for the two vehicles (over 3 hours of
recordings).
The team that obtained the original recordings investigated the performance of
three different classifiers (ML, SVM, and kNN) for the same set of characteristic
features (FFT components) over two different modalities, acoustic and seismic [40].
They extracted features from the frequency band from DC to 1 KHz (acoustic) and
from DC to 500 Hz (seismic) for events of duration 0.75 seconds. Their classifiers
were trained to differentiate among three different classes (AAV, DW, and noise).
The noise class was selected to identify events that show high acoustic or seismic
activity but that were manually labeled as non-vehicle. Their results in [40] have
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shown that acoustic features outperform seismic features for classification of these
ground vehicles and that the ML classifier outperformed the other classifiers for the
given set of vehicle classes. They proposed the use of multi-sensor data and decision
fusion methods for enhancing the performance of the classifier [40].
4.3.3 Data set comparison
Both data sets were recorded separately at two different sites (USA and Europe) using
different equipment, hardware settings and resolution. We find that the SensIT data
set is characterized by the large number of distributed sensor nodes in the sensor field.
Three different roads were included in the recordings and the efforts made in manually
labeling individual events add reliability to the detector and allows for investigation
of the performance of different detection parameters. The SensIT data set, which
was recorded at the third site (SITEX02), was released for public use which makes
the literature relatively rich with different approaches and results obtained based on
these two specific vehicles (AAV and DW).
The Bochum project data set is characterized by the wide variety in vehicle classes
and the availability of three different seismic transducers at the same node (station)
with different orientations which helps in investigating modality usage for vehicle de-
tection and classification. On the other hand, we found that the acoustic background
noise was very low compared to the SensIT data set, so there is no need to include ad-
ditional classes for background noise or perform manual labeling of individual events.
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4.4 Vehicle’s Acoustic Signature
The acoustic emissions of ground vehicles contain a wealth of information which can
be used for vehicle classification [5]. Ground vehicles have two main sources of acoustic
emissions: the engine and the propulsion mechanism [3, 48]. The acoustic signal can
be modeled as a combination of two main components, a deterministic component
and a non-deterministic component. The engine and drive train are responsible for
the deterministic component and can be represented using a coupled harmonic signal
model. Features extracted from this model can be very useful in defining the class or
type of the vehicle. The non-deterministic component includes other acoustic noises
generated by the engine that do not fit in the harmonic model and other acoustics
produced due to the interactions of the tracks/tires with the road [29].
In the spectral domain, the acoustic emission is composed of a family of narrow-
band harmonic lines with an FF directly related to the engine RPM [3,29,48] and other
periodic components that arise from the tracks or the interaction between the tires and
the road. For tracked vehicles, the track produces an additional series with another
FF [42]. A popular coupled harmonic model has been proposed for modeling a large
portion of the acoustic signature for military vehicles [3, 68]. Acoustic signals for a
heavyweight tracked vehicle and a lightweight wheeled vehicle are shown in Figure 4.7.
The time-frequency representations for both vehicles are shown in Figure 4.8.
The harmonic structure for both vehicles is clear from Figure 4.8. The vehicles’
spectrographs include a set of harmonically related features that have been proven
efficient in classification of military vehicles. The noise and a portion of the target’s
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Figure 4.7: Time Domain Acoustic Signal (Fs ∼ 5 KHz)
Figure 4.8: Spectral Representation (Fs ∼ 5kHz)
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acoustic signature that do not fit into the coupled harmonic model are responsible
for the remaining components in the signals spectra. The harmonic structure is more
distinct in the heavyweight tracked vehicles than the lightweight wheeled ones. A
sole dependence on a single set of harmonic features has proven to be a challenging
problem due to the lack of uniformity for a specific vehicle with respect to the vehicle’s
speed, gear, direction of motion and the surrounding environment [76].
Vehicle detection and classification is an event driven application, where the pro-
cess of feature extraction and classification is usually preceded with a detection phase.
During target detection, sensor nodes decide whether the current event is equivalent
to a target or just background noise. An event is the smallest interval through which
sensor nodes are capable of producing feature vectors and, ultimately, decisions. Usu-
ally the average acoustic or seismic energy is computed and compared with an adap-
tive threshold that is updated according to the background noise level maintaining
a Constant False Alarm Rate (CFAR) [40, 74]. Other approaches select a window of
few seconds around the Closest Point of Approach (CPA) and treat it as a series of
detected events [2, 80]. Although the detection phase appears to be a simple task,
unreliable detection results in either missing a target or extracting features from a
burst of background noise. Most sensor nodes stay in a low power mode (sleep) until
the average energy of a certain number of successive events exceeds the background
noise [42, 52].
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4.5 TDHA characteristic features
The performance of every verification algorithm is largely determined by the feature
extraction scheme and classification approach employed. Feature extraction repre-
sents a fundamental sensor module task that typically follows communication in con-
suming power [55]. The harmonic structure that appears in the vehicle’s acoustic
emission also appears in the generated seismic waves. The acoustic and seismic spec-
tra of four different vehicle categories (heavyweight tracked, heavyweight wheeled,
lightweight tracked and lightweight wheeled) are shown in Figures 4.9 and Figure 4.10,
respectively. Averaging over nine different vehicles (Bochum data set), 96.64% of the
energy of the acoustic emission was found to be in the range 0− 250 Hz and 98.27%
of the energy of the seismic emission was found to be in the range 0− 100 Hz.
The concentration of the acoustic and seismic energy in the lower frequency bands
motivates extracting features from this band. In the literature, several schemes [40,
73, 88] generate the characteristic features directly from the spectral domain. Other
schemes search for the coupled harmonics from the peaks in the spectral representa-
tion of the signal and select a representative number of these harmonics to identify the
detected vehicle [2–5,48,68,69]. The former schemes compute the spectral components
and select a smaller number of components averaging both the deterministic and non
deterministic components of the signature. The latter schemes require searching for
the peaks that generate a coupled harmonic series and select their power in classifica-
tion relying solely on the deterministic signature. However brute force searching for
the harmonic series without knowing the FF is a computationally intensive operation
for individual sensors to carry out at the sensor node. Although averaging spectral
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Figure 4.9: Acoustic spectrum of 4 different vehicle categories
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components consumes less power than searching for the harmonic series, selecting
only the deterministic components has been proven to be more efficient for vehicle
classification [2].
The acoustic and seismic spectrograms of four different vehicles (heavyweight
tracked, heavyweight wheeled, lightweight tracked, and lightweight wheeled) are shown
in Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, respectively. The harmonic structure is clear in the
acoustic spectrogram of the four different vehicles and the structure becomes clearer
when the vehicle is closer to the sensing node. The harmonic structure appears as
well in the seismic emission of the vehicle, but not as distinctly as it appears in the
acoustic emission. The following observations are found to be true regarding acoustic
emissions of military ground vehicles:
1. The harmonic structure varies with time but it can be considered stationary
during events of short durations (≤ 1 seconds1) [52].
2. Not all of the harmonics are present during the whole run.
3. The strongest harmonic is not the fundamental component and it shows up in
the band 50 - 150 Hz for most vehicles.
4. Harmonic lines (deterministic) are responsible for most of the energy when
compared to the non-deterministic components.
Since the deterministic harmonic structure of the acoustic emission is more consis-
tently present than it is in the seismic emission, we will focus more in our discussion
1In [52], a window size of ≤ 0.82 seconds is recommended such that the harmonic structure of
ground vehicles will not change by more than 10% during the same event.
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Figure 4.11: Spectrogram of the acoustic signal for four different vehicles (heavyweight
tracked (top left), heavyweight wheeled (top right), lightweight tracked (bottom left),
and lightweight wheeled (bottom right))
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Figure 4.12: Spectrogram of the seismic signal for four different vehicles (heavyweight
tracked (top left), heavyweight wheeled (top right), lightweight tracked (bottom left),
and lightweight wheeled (bottom right))
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in extracting the characteristic features from the acoustic emission. But experiments
have been also performed on signatures from both modalities to evaluate the per-
formance with respect to each modality. The seismic emission’s utility for feature
extraction has been demonstrated using multimodal detection and multimodal fusion
(4.6.6).
Extracting characteristic features from the time domain signal is the core of the
TDHA method, which eliminates the need to perform an FFT for the generation of
characteristic FVs. Time and frequency domain features are evaluated according to
the number of multiplications required for feature extraction, the dimensionality of
the FV, and the amount of information carried by the characteristic feature that is
crucial for discrimination.
The deterministic acoustic signature can be represented using a simple harmonic
model. The coupled harmonic signal model can be described as [3]
x(t) =
M∑
k=1
αkcos(2πfkt+ ϕk), (4.1)
where αk ≥ 0 and ϕk are the amplitude and phase of the kth harmonic respectively,
f is the FF, and M is the total number of harmonics used in the model. It is clear
that the number of parameters is 2M + 1. Assuming that y is the vector of acquired
acoustic sensor data such that
y = x+ ǫ, (4.2)
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where ǫ is assumed to be the noise vector with a multivariate Gaussian distribution
such that ǫ ∼ N (0,Σ). The noise vector includes both the non-deterministic acoustic
signal and the background noise. The acquired signal may also be written in matrix
form as:
y = Cu+ Sv + ǫ, (4.3)
where the elements of the u and v vectors and the C and S matrices are given by
uk = [αkcosϕk]
T and vk = [−αksinϕk]
T
cnk = cos(2πfkn) and snk = sin(2πfkn), (4.4)
where k = 1, ...,M , n = 0, ..., N − 1, and N is the number of samples. The set
of parameters of this model will be denoted by θ = (A,ϕ, f). Among all harmonic
parameters, the information in the harmonics’ amplitudes is more capable in verifying
the correct source among other candidates [2, 53, 62, 63]. The goal of the proposed
feature extraction algorithm is to estimate the harmonics’ amplitudes and use them
in classification such that the features perform at least as well as the spectral features
and can be extracted using less computational power.
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4.5.1 Parameter estimation
At this point, we will assume that the FF and the number of harmonics are known.
The MLE of the coupled harmonic parameters θ is found by minimizing the negative
log-likelihood function given by
J(θ) =
N
2
ln(2π) +
1
2
ln(|Σ|) +
1
2
(ǫ(θ))T (Σ)−1(ǫ(θ)), (4.5)
The first term is a constant that does not affect the minimization procedures and can
be omitted. Using the assumption of white noise, then we can substitute for Σ by
σ2I, where I is the identity matrix. Under this assumption the parameter vector θ
that minimizes J(θ) also minimizes ||ǫ||2, which is the squared norm of the difference
between the measurements and the signal model (||y− x||2). The signal model in 4.2
can also be represented using a linear model as:
y = γβ + ǫ, (4.6)
where
γ = [C S] and β = [u v]T , (4.7)
Under the white noise assumption, the ML estimation is given by the LS solution. In
our case the LS solution of β is
βˆ = (γTγ)−1γTy, (4.8)
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Even with the assumption that the FF and the number of harmonics are known,
obtaining the MLE of the coupled harmonics’ parameters is computationally expen-
sive because of the matrix inversion. Precisely defining the phase in the middle of the
observation window [3,68] simplifies the estimation process such that the elements of
the C and S matrices become
cnk = cos(2πfkn+ 2πfk(N − 1)/2) and,
snk = sin(2πfkn+ 2πfk(N − 1)/2). (4.9)
In addition, defining the phase in the middle of the observation window guarantees
that CTS = 0 and STC = 0 (diagonalizing the information matrix) such that
γTγ =


CTC STC
CTS STS

 =


CTC 0
0 STS

 (4.10)
The amplitude vector estimate in equation 4.8 is given by
uˆLS = (ΛC)
−1CTy and vˆLS = (ΛS)
−1STy, (4.11)
where
ΛC = diag(C
TC) and,
ΛS = diag(S
TS) (4.12)
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Given a known FF and the appropriate number of harmonics, the harmonic struc-
ture guarantees that CTC and STS are diagonal matrices which substitutes matrix
inversion with just division reducing the overall computations needed to estimate the
harmonics’ amplitudes. Table 1 in the Appendix shows a comparison between the
harmonics’ amplitudes estimated using matrix inversion and those obtained using the
reciprocal of the ΛC and ΛS diagonal matrices using the Bochum data set. Using the
amplitude vector estimates, the coupled harmonic signal amplitude is
αˆk =
√
uˆ
2 + vˆ2, (4.13)
and the coupled harmonic signal phase is
ϕˆk = arctan(
vˆ
uˆ
), (4.14)
where k = 1, ...,M .
4.5.2 Strongest Harmonic Period
Without knowing the FF and the number of harmonics, the complexity in estimating
the harmonics’ amplitudes is large. Even when the complexity was discarded, several
verification schemes in the literature [42,52] failed in defining the harmonic line series
from the spectrum of the acoustic signal searching among all distinct peaks, while
other schemes [3,68] found difficulty in precisely estimating the FF value, even when
the number of harmonics was fixed.
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Instead of searching for the actual FF, the TDHA approach estimates the strongest
harmonic component. There are two reasons why we are interested in estimating the
strongest harmonic component: first, it requires simple and few computations to be
estimated; second, it will be combined with the required spectral resolution (∆F )
in determining the fundamental component of the approximated harmonic model
for estimating the amplitude parameters. We will call this fundamental component
the assumed FF (F˜F ). The time domain signal is processed in the form of short
events (windows). Selecting events of short durations (0.5 seconds) guarantees that
variation with time in the harmonic structure is minimum. The amplitude of the
strongest harmonic component was previously used for normalization [57], in order
to mitigate the variation in signature with range (i.e., the separation between sensor
node and vehicle). In [42, 52], the strongest harmonic component was used in deter-
mining the vehicle’s number of cylinders, where it was shown that for most events
the strongest component appears at an integer multiple of the fundamental equiv-
alent to the number of cylinders of the vehicle. Estimating the strongest harmonic
period (τ) is accomplished through computing the correlation between the first half
of the current event time signal and its shifted version. Computing the correlation
of the acoustic signal represents a simple and efficient method for defining repeated
patterns. The correlation maximum occurs at zero shift and the distinct correlation
peaks are identified to occur at shifts equivalent to the strongest harmonic component
period and its multiples2. If correlation peaks are located at displacements equal to
d1,d2,d3,. . .etc., the strongest harmonic period becomes
τ =
d1
Fs
, (4.15)
2We have seen that this is consistently true for the military vehicle application
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where Fs is the sampling frequency. The estimated period can be refined by consid-
ering all peaks or selecting those with amplitude above the noise level as follows,
τ = mean (
d1
Fs
,
d2
2Fs
,
d3
3Fs
, . . .) (4.16)
Examples of the correlation function are shown in Figure 4.13 for different signal
to noise ratios. The original signal has a harmonic structure with the strongest
harmonic period equal to 8.9 msec. The estimated harmonic period using either the
first correlation peak (d1) or the second correlation peak (d2) is found to be 8.5 msec
and 9 msec, respectively. The accuracy in estimating τ depends on two important
parameters, the expected value of the strongest harmonic period and the sampling
frequency. As the strongest harmonic period decreases or the sampling frequency
decreases, the resolution in estimating the strongest harmonic period also decreases
and vice versa. This limitation comes from the fact that we compute the correlation
at positive integer shifts only3.
Using the proposed simple estimation approach, the estimated strongest harmonic
period might not be accurate for a number of events. As long as our approximated
harmonic structure includes the band where the energy is highly concentrated, how-
ever, the exact value of the estimated period is not going to affect our generated
features as will be shown in the results in sections 4.6, 5.4, and 5.5.
The simple harmonic model discussed in section 4.5 is defined by two compo-
nents, the FF and the number of harmonics. The TDHA method uses the estimated
3Simulation results in [62] illustrated that refining the estimated strongest component period to
non-integer values did not show much improvement in the classification rate.
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Figure 4.13: Sample coupled harmonic signals and their computed time correlation
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strongest harmonic frequency (ξ = 1
τ
) and ∆F (our desired frequency resolution) in
computing F˜F such that
F˜F =
ξ
⌈ ξ
∆F
⌉
, (4.17)
where ⌈ ξ
∆F
⌉ = min{D ∈ Z | D ≥ ξ
∆F
}. The number of harmonics is fixed and is
selected such that the generated coupled harmonic model approximates the acoustic
signature up to the Bandwidth (BW) of interest (for vehicles, the BW is 250 Hz). The
number of harmonics is equal to the length of the generated FV, and depending on
the available resources and the classifier, the FV length is determined and combined
with the BW of the highest energy concentration in specifying the spectral resolution
such that
∆F =
BW
FV length
=
BW
number of harmonics
, (4.18)
Note that averaging over nine different vehicles, 96.64% of the energy of the acous-
tic emission for more than 32000 detected events4 (Bochum data set) was found to
be in the range 0 − 250 Hz. Using (4.17), the F˜F is always an integer divisor of
the estimated strongest harmonic frequency with a defined spectral resolution, which
guarantees that the generated harmonic model will cover this frequency in addition
to others with higher energy concentration.
Figure 4.14 shows the time-frequency response for all detected events for a tank
passing through a sensor node with both the actual and estimated strongest har-
monic frequency. The acoustic signal was processed in 0.5 seconds windows, the total
number of detected events for this specific run was 64 (32 seconds). It is clear from
4Each event represents 0.5 seconds
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Figure 4.14 that another harmonic component dominates, most probably that com-
ing from the tracks, when the vehicle is closer to the sensor node. Although the
simple estimation of the strongest component slipped for few events, the use of (4.17)
in estimating a fundamental helps in correctly estimating a quite good approxima-
tion of the actual signal spectrum. This is seen from the comparison in Figure 4.15,
between the actual signal spectrum computed with 0.17 Hz resolution and the esti-
mated harmonics’ amplitudes using the simplified LS method at four different events
(t1, t2, t3, t4). Table 4.2 shows the actual and estimated frequencies for the four events.
τ was estimated using the first three peaks (d1, d2, d3) at the correlation function and
the harmonics’ amplitudes were estimated for a harmonic model with 50 harmonics
and an F˜F near 5 Hz.
Table 4.2: Actual and estimated frequencies for the 4 events indicated in Figure 4.14
Event
Actual strongest harmonic Estimated strongest harmonic Assumed fundamental
(Hz) (Hz) (Hz)
t1 126.49 126.41 4.86
t2 128.47 128.42 4.93
t3 129.08 129.69 4.98
t4 64.23 96.15 4.80
The estimated harmonics’ amplitudes are likely to have the same envelope as the
original signal spectrum as shown in Figure 4.15. Although there was an error in
estimating the strongest harmonic component at t4, the estimated harmonics’ ampli-
tudes using the simplified LS method confirm that the strongest harmonic is at 62.95
Hz and not at 96.15 Hz. Although the change in the assumed fundamental is very
small, this difference becomes more significant for higher harmonic components. It
is also shown in Figure 4.15 that the estimated amplitudes of all harmonics that are
not distinct are generally close to zero.
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Figure 4.14: Time-frequency response and ξ estimation for the M48 tank
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Figure 4.15: Estimated harmonics’ amplitudes compared to the actual spectrum for
the M48 tank at 4 different events
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4.5.3 Computational savings
The F˜F represents the smallest harmonic component of the coupled harmonic model
used for approximating the deterministic acoustic signature. A reduced number of
samples equivalent to the period of the F˜F will be selected as a template of the
original window. The selection is supported by the validity of the coupled harmonic
model, and the fact that harmonic components change slowly [69]. By extracting
the characteristic features from the template, we select the signature of this vehicle
in the frequency range starting at F˜F to Fs/2. A simple illustration of the amount
of computational savings due to data reduction using a shorter template is shown in
Table 4.3 for different sampling frequencies and window lengths.
Table 4.3: Illustration of the amount of savings provided by using a template that
corresponds to an F˜F ∼ 5 Hz
Fs Window length Template =
Fs
F˜ F
Percentage of the template size with
(Hz) (seconds) (samples) respect to the original window size
1024
0.5
205
40%
1.0 20%
2048
0.5
410
40%
1.0 20%
The actual benefit lies in the computational power needed to extract the harmon-
ics’ amplitudes as compared to the FFT components. The number of real multipli-
cations required for estimating the harmonics’ amplitudes in the TDHA method is
O(M ∗ NT ), where M is the number of harmonics and NT is the template width.
The number of complex multiplications required to obtain N FFT coefficients is
O(N log2 N) [104] . Each complex multiplication requires four real multiplications
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and two real additions. Extracted features using a higher resolution leads to better
classification over both methods, but the TDHA method requires a smaller number
of multiplications as compared to the FFT method. The number of real multipli-
cations required to estimate the harmonics’ amplitudes compared to the number of
real multiplications needed to obtain their equivalent FFT components for different
spectral resolutions are shown in Figure 4.16. We implemented the proposed feature
extraction algorithm in fixed point operation using 16 bit data values with 32 bit
computational precision. A fixed point realization of the FFT algorithm, using twid-
dle factors from [104], for extraction of spectral features is implemented as well for
comparison. Both algorithms use lookup tables: twiddle factor tables for the spectral
features and sine and cosine tables for the time domain features. On average, the
time consumed for extraction of the time domain features is less than 23% of the
time required to obtain the spectral features for the same tested signal on the same
platform.
4.5.4 Feature vector selection
The number of harmonics M is fixed and depends on the spectral resolution and the
projected spectral band. The generated feature vector must include any useful in-
formation that preserves the vehicle’s signature. After estimating the M harmonics’
amplitudes using the simplified LS method as described in section 4.5, the characteris-
tic FV that will be used in discrimination is constructed from the estimated strongest
harmonic frequency, the event energy, and the M estimated harmonics’ amplitudes
(αˆ1, αˆ2, · · · , αˆM). The length of the FV is M + 2. Although F˜F is proportional
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Figure 4.16: Real multiplications needed to estimate both the harmonics amplitudes
and the FFT components at different ∆F
to the Estimated Strongest harmonic Component (ESHC), having the ESHC as an
additional dimension to the FV is very useful since several ESHCs can result in the
same F˜F . The information in the signal’s energy is very useful. Beside using the
energy in detecting the vehicle, energy can be helpful in distinguishing tracked and
wheeled vehicles since non-deterministic components in the acoustic/seismic emission
of tracked vehicles are large when compared to wheeled vehicles and this information
is stored in the signal’s energy.
The generated FV at this level can be used with any classifier. An additional ben-
efit for utilizing ANNs for classification is their ability to acquire FVs formed from
different measurements that have different dynamic ranges/resolution without any ad-
justments. ANNs adjust the weights and biases such that certain weights and biases
will have higher values than others depending on the impact of this specific entry and
its relative value compared to the other entries. After training the neural network, the
weights and biases are stored and the classification process becomes straight-forward
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(TDHA and Spectral) at different ∆F
by propagating the input FV through the network weighted by the stored weights and
biases. Figure 4.17 compares between the number of real multiplications required to
estimate the characteristic FV and those needed for classification using ANN at differ-
ent spectral resolutions. The number of real multiplications needed for classification
depends on the FV length and the ANN connectivity. Simulations results in section
4.6 will prove that better classification is achieved at a smaller spectral resolution
(5 Hz) than at a higher resolution (20 Hz) for the same FV length. The number of
real multiplications in Figure 4.17 is for a full connected ANN5. Pruning FV entries
(i.e., higher harmonics’ amplitudes) or certain neurons at the hidden layer that have
minimum contribution to the overall performance will result in having a significant
reduction in the total number of real multiplications for classification and might have
negligible effect on the overall system performance.
5All neurons at each layer are connected to the neurons in the preceding layer.
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4.6 Experimental Data Processing Results
In this section, we will demonstrate the simulation results and compare them with
published results in the literature for verification of ground military vehicles. All
simulations were performed on the data sets previously described in section 4.3. Un-
less stated otherwise, all generated features were obtained for events of duration 0.5
seconds and all detected events were split randomly into two sets, one set (1/3 of the
features) is for adapting/training of the classifier and the other set (remaining 2/3 of
the features) is for testing the proposed scheme and the results are for Monte-Carlo
simulations of 100 iterations. Simulations were performed using Matlab [115] on a
PC (Intel dual core 2.1 GHz, 4 GB RAM). Detailed specifications of the CFAR de-
tector and the ANN classifier can be found in the appendix in Table 2 and Table 3,
respectively.
We attempted to represent all our simulation results in a logical and consistent
order that will demonstrate our proposed approach and justify the selections we
made for each of the detection algorithm, harmonic structure, modality, classifier, and
fusion algorithms. Although the Bochum data set seems to be richer than the SensIT
data set, some results will include both data sets to better emphasize the proposed
approach. Section 4.6.1 illustrates the importance of a simple, yet reliable detection
algorithm for event driven applications with limited resources. Section 4.6.2 compares
the performance of features extracted from different harmonic approximations of the
deterministic signature of military vehicles. Section 4.6.3 evaluates the performance of
features extracted from different modalities. Section 4.6.4 compares between features
extracted using the proposed TDHA algorithm with spectral features. Section 4.6.5
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shows how ANNs outperform other classifiers for the same feature set. Section 4.6.6
points out to the benefits obtained for applying simple fusion algorithms on top of the
proposed algorithm. Section 4.6.7 compares our simulation results with previously
published results for verification of military vehicles using the same data sets.
4.6.1 Detection
Detection is the most frequent processing task performed by the sensor module, and
although it is usually performed using a simple energy based scheme, the performance
of the selected detection scheme has a great impact on the overall performance of the
verification system. An event is the smallest interval through which sensor nodes
are capable of producing decisions. During target detection, sensor nodes decide
whether the current event is equivalent to an intruder or just background noise.
The event length is usually pre-defined based on the proposed algorithm and the
required classification rate. Energy detection uses minimal a priori information about
the target, hence the average acoustic or seismic energy is computed and compared
with an adaptive threshold that is updated according to the background noise level
maintaining a CFAR [40]. Due to the inherent signal averaging, the noise component
in the output of the detector may be modeled as a Gaussian random variable whose
mean and variance can be determined from the statistics of the background noise.
CFAR detection computes the energy of the current event and compares it with the
adaptive threshold and announces the presence of the intruder if the average energy
is higher than the threshold. The threshold is dynamically adjusted only when no
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target is detected according to the noise variance so that the detector maintains a
CFAR.
CFAR is very sensitive to the initial assignment of the adaptive threshold. If
the initial threshold is higher than the background noise, then fewer targets will be
detected, and the number of false alarms will be low. On the other hand, having a
threshold lower than the background noise will result in detecting more targets, and
raising the number of false alarms. Features extracted from non-target events will
result in error in classification and will decrease the ability of discrimination if such
events are involved in the classifier learning process. Since the features extracted from
the acoustic or seismic signal entail the harmonic structure of the moving vehicle and
this structure needed to be almost stationary during each event, the event length is
usually selected to be ≤ 1 second for verification of military vehicles.
Vehicle verification for peacekeeping applications is an event driven application,
where the rate of event detection is unpredictable. Although sensor nodes’ duty cycle
is very low, the effects of background noise on acoustic sensors and the consequences of
any non-anticipated movement in the sensor field on seismic sensors make individual
sensors test for targets more frequent. In the absence of strong wind, background
noise, and other seismic activities, utilizing a running average of either the acoustic or
seismic energy will yield to a similar set of detected events depending on the location
of the sensor with respect to the road. Figure 4.18 and Figure 4.19 illustrate the CFAR
detection output utilizing either acoustic or seismic energy for a heavyweight tracked
vehicle and a heavyweight wheeled vehicle using SensIT data set. Detected events are
those with energy higher than the adapted threshold, resulting in a number of events
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Figure 4.18: Acoustic and Seismic detection using single modality at low background
noise (Heavyweight tracked - SensIT)
around the CPA. The x-axis is the event index with duration of 0.5 seconds per event
where the duration of the whole run was just over 2 minutes. The y-axis represents
the normalized energy. The full scale plot is minimized to illustrate the average
energy detected at the sensor node and how it increases with the vehicle approaching
the node, while the lowest energy band is magnified to reveal the adaptation of the
threshold with the background noise. At low wind and background noise, either
acoustic or seismic energy is sufficient to extract the required set of events for feature
extraction and classification. For the heavyweight tracked vehicle, the acoustic and
seismic energy produced by the tracks can be detected at a longer range with respect
to the sensor node compared to the wheeled vehicle.
One of the first problems that faces the single modality detection scheme is the
location of the vehicle with respect to the sensor node and the effect of gear shifting
and the noises coming from the exhaust in the produced energy. In Figure 4.20, the
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Figure 4.19: Acoustic and Seismic detection using single modality at low background
noise (Heavyweight wheeled - SensIT)
heavyweight tracked vehicle is passing by the node and after the energy level had
dropped for more than 15 seconds, the energy level shows some peaks although the
vehicle is far from the node and there are no changes in the seismic energy at this
time. The reason for this acoustic change is the acoustic energy coming from the
exhaust, where the vehicle produces louder noises when the engine RPM is high. The
features extracted from these events are very distracting to the classifier because the
acoustic signature of the engine is not clear.
In the presence of high wind noise and when the initial threshold was obtained
based on a lower background noise level, the acoustic detector will produce a large
number of detected events compared to the actual number of events where the vehicle
is responsible for the acoustic energy. Figures 4.20, 4.21, and 4.22 show three different
situations where CFAR detection using acoustic energy fails to report the correct set
of events compared to the seismic energy.
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Figure 4.20: Acoustic and Seismic detection using single modality at high back-
ground/wind noise (Heavyweight tracked - SensIT)
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Figure 4.21: Acoustic and Seismic detection using single modality at high back-
ground/wind noise (Heavyweight tracked - SensIT)
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Figure 4.22: Acoustic and Seismic detection using single modality at high back-
ground/wind noise (Heavyweight wheeled - SensIT)
We selected SensIT data set to investigate the performance of the detector because
we performed manual labeling of the acoustic signal for more than 3 hours of its
complete runs. We listened to the run and labeled individual events using a noise
canceling headphones. Through manual labeling, we differentiated between two sets
of events, those that have distinct acoustic energy when the listener can tell there
is a vehicle crossing and those that have just background noise or silence. Table 4.4
compares between the true number of detected events using acoustic energy and that
using seismic energy compared to using manual detection. Although the total number
of detected events using acoustic energy is close to the total number of manually
labeled events, 1
3
of these events represent background noise. The total number of
detected events using seismic energy is almost half of those detected using acoustic
energy because geophones can detect activities within a limited range compared to
microphones and because of the high attenuation in the seismic signal with respect
to distance and its dependence on the substrate. But less than 7% of these events
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are not true events compared to over 32% using acoustic energy. Although seismic
detection misses more than half of the events, geophones were capable of detecting
at least a few valid events in every single run which implies that sensor nodes using
seismic signals will not miss any intruding vehicle within their coverage range.
Table 4.4: Detected events using SensIT data set
Detection modality
Total number of
Correctly detected events
detected events
Acoustic 19251 13239 (68.77%)
Seismic 8691 8123 (93.46%)
Manual 21290 21290 (100%)
When detection of military vehicles was investigated with respect to the second
data set (Bochum), both seismic and acoustic sensors have shown similar performance
with respect to the detected events. Vehicle’s movements were along a straight path,
where the site included 4 parallel roads that run through a forest which minimizes
wind noise and makes acoustic detection sufficient for providing a reliable set of
detected events for representing the moving vehicle. The total number of detected
events using seismic energy is larger than the total number of detected events using
acoustic energy which makes the selection of the best modality for detection very
dependent on the site, selected hardware, and background noise.
Selecting other modalities for detection of military vehicles such as infrared sensors
or camera sensors will not solve the problem since these sensors are highly affected
by the weather and might be blocked by fog or heavy snow fall. Seismic sensors have
a great advantage compared to the acoustic sensors, which is their vulnerability to
spoofing [116]. Geophones are completely buried and less affected by weather condi-
tions. While microphones could be spoofed easily by loudspeakers at close distances,
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spoofing of seismic activities that covers large areas would be more difficult to achieve
and would require much more energy
Our previous discussion with respect to single modality detection suggests that
the need for an extended detection range requires deployment of acoustic sensors.
Utilizing acoustic energy for detection implies that the system might suffer from
a high false alarm rate depending on the background noise. On the other hand,
solely relying on seismic sensors for detection will guarantee minimum detection error
but will limit the range compared to acoustic detection. The problem of detection
becomes more complicated with having lightweight military vehicles among different
candidates because lightweight wheeled vehicles produce lower acoustic and seismic
energy.
Peacekeeping operations are more interested in reliable reporting of trespassing
military vehicles in disarmament territories. Seismic energy will provide sufficient
information to the sensor node to detect approaching targets. But when the sensor
network is deployed for providing an early warning system for peacekeeping camps
and important assets, acoustic detection will be of great importance for distant detec-
tion. The network might benefit from the distributed processing of individual sensors
and the availability of multiple modalities for vehicle detection but with limited re-
sources and the possibility that what might affect one sensor most likely will affect the
neighboring ones, multimodal detection using multiple transducers will yield the most
reliable option. Multimodal detection requires having multiple transducers, measur-
ing different modalities, delivering data to the same node. The network might rely on
a single modality in most situations with the possibility of having both transducers
active for detection when needed.
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4.6.2 Harmonic Structure
The goal of our model is to assemble as much information regarding the incidence with
minimum power consumption such that the extracted features are sufficient for dis-
crimination. Since the extracted features are our primary concern and they represent
the main contribution of our work, we will start with investigating the performance of
the monitoring system with having different approximations for the harmonic struc-
ture of the acoustic signal. All models in this section apply the same detection and
classification scheme, which are a CFAR acoustic detector and a feedforward multi-
layer perceptron neural network for classification, respectively. The only difference is
in the set of extracted features.
Classification results are given in the form of confusion matrices, which classifies
the events by their true classification, and the experimental classification results. The
rows of the confusion matrix represent the true classification (manual labeling) and
the columns represent the experimental classification. The detection, false alarm, and
classification rate are as previously described in Chapter 3.
Three different simple harmonic approximations were investigated to assess the
performance of the proposed TDHA algorithm. We will discuss the complexity and
limitations of these harmonic approximations. The only information available to us
is that the FF of military ground vehicles lies in the range 5 − 20 Hz [3, 36], the FF
is not the strongest harmonic component, and the energy of the acoustic signal is
concentrated in the frequency band 5 − 250 Hz. Given the resource limitations con-
sistent with our attempt to develop a simple feature extraction algorithm, a harmonic
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approximation that seeks to estimate the true FF and number of harmonics will not
be considered in our simulations.
1. Super and sub harmonics model
This model uses the ESHC divided by an integer and uses this sub-harmonic
component as the base frequency for the harmonic model. Since we don’t know
the order of the ESHC with respect to the original FF, the selected harmonic
structure might approximate the signature in a higher or lower band from our
target 250 Hz band. The limitation of this model is in selecting a fixed integer
independent on the ESHC and the fact that an error in estimating the ESHC
will result in approximating a band different than the projected band.
2. Proposed TDHA model
This model uses the ESHC divided by an integer that will force the approxi-
mation to be based upon the ESHC and spans our target band with a desired
spectral resolution (∆F ) as previously discussed in section 4.5.
3. Fixed harmonic model
This approximation uses a fixed harmonic structure for all signals. Estimating
the harmonics’ amplitudes using the simplified LS method for a harmonic model
with a constant FF and number of harmonics. This model is the simplest
and does not require the extra computations needed to estimate the strongest
harmonic period and determine an assumed FF.
The characteristic features are the ESHC, the event energy and the estimated har-
monics’ amplitudes using the simplified LS method. The FV combines all three fea-
ture types in one vector. The number of harmonics is fixed for each model/approximation.
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The number of harmonics is fixed at 50 except for the first approximation, we select
only 20 harmonics, since we did not expect any harmonic components above 1500 Hz.
Table 4.5 compares between the detection, false alarm and classification rate using
the Bochum data set for the following approximations:
• Model 1: Base freq. = ESHC
1
, 20 harmonics ⇒ FV length = 22.
Base freq. = ESHC
10
, 50 harmonics ⇒ FV length = 52.
Base freq. = ESHC
20
, 50 of harmonics ⇒ FV length = 52.
• Model 2: Base freq. = F˜F ∼ 5 Hz, 50 harmonics ⇒ FV length = 52.
• Model 3: Base freq. = 5 Hz, 50 harmonics ⇒ FV length = 52.
The features extracted from all approximations have an average classification rate
above 80% which is considered excellent for military vehicle classification [80] con-
sidering that we are differentiating among 9 different vehicles using time domain
features extracted from the harmonic approximation of the deterministic signal. The
proposed TDHA algorithm was able to produce better approximation, hence gener-
ating more representative features. The difference among the four approximations is
distinct in all vehicles. The importance in the lower frequency band (≤ ESHC) and
the way of forcing the model to include our target band and being proportional to
the strongest harmonic component (the only component we are quite definite that is
present in the original signature) puts the proposed algorithm on top of our preferred
approximations.
Table 4.6 shows a sample confusion matrix for the proposed TDHA algorithm with
50 harmonics approximating the harmonic acoustic signal in the band 5 − 250 Hz.
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Table 4.5: Different approximations for the harmonic signal - Bochum data set
Base Frequency → ESHC1
ESHC
10
ESHC
20 F˜ F ∼ 5Hz 5Hz
Feature vector length→ 22 52 52 52 52
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard1 94.62 97.08 97.09 97.49 93.38
Leopard2 85.18 88.82 93.18 94.15 89.52
Jaguar 84.50 85.95 90.03 92.26 85.87
M48 96.99 95.96 96.88 97.94 93.71
Fuchs 73.32 74.43 77.57 86.49 83.58
Hermelin 55.89 51.14 63.41 74.87 67.21
Unimog 32.36 50.18 56.68 66.54 63.26
MB1017 46.68 55.89 51.74 70.23 56.15
Wiesel 72.36 72.41 78.66 84.57 80.66
F
al
se
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ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard1 0.99 0.36 0.24 0.39 1.13
Leopard2 3.83 2.94 2.77 0.39 3.46
Jaguar 3.34 3.37 1.67 1.95 2.92
M48 0.53 0.66 0.15 0.35 0.92
Fuchs 3.63 2.34 1.89 1.26 1.87
Hermelin 1.98 1.83 2.01 1.10 1.50
Unimog 0.82 1.34 1.37 0.64 0.71
MB1017 2.39 2.91 1.93 1.63 1.78
Wiesel 3.78 2.94 2.93 1.61 2.59
Classification rate (%) 81.14 83.34 85.58 90.38 85.20
Misclassification takes place among vehicles that are similar in their engine, weight
or tracks. The only exception is the Wiesel, which is a lightweight tracked vehicle.
In [42,52], the Wiesel has been excluded from their simulations because the harmonic
structure was not distinct and the authors found difficulty in finding the harmonic
series that represent the engine signature. From the confusion matrix in Table 4.6,
we conclude the following:
1. The extracted features were capable of preserving the significance between ve-
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hicles that are close to each other.
2. Misclassifying a heavyweight tracked vehicle as a lightweight wheeled vehicle is
a very rare situation and vice versa.
Table 4.6: Confusion Matrix for the proposed TDHA algorithm
True →
Leopard1 Leopard2 Jaguar M48 Fuchs Hermelin Unimog MB1017 Wiesel
Experimental ↓
Leopard1 3776 35 28 18 0 0 1 1 14
Leopard2 18 4060 159 35 1 0 2 0 37
Jaguar 18 176 3458 8 14 17 0 1 56
M48 9 38 9 2723 0 0 0 0 1
Fuchs 0 2 9 0 1339 34 9 106 49
Hermelin 0 7 37 1 39 778 33 75 69
Unimog 17 5 11 2 39 77 539 84 36
MB1017 0 1 4 0 114 70 51 675 46
Wiesel 6 52 80 0 38 22 33 61 1601
Although most of the acoustic energy is concentrated in the lower 250 Hz band,
few higher harmonics show up in the signal spectrum. These higher harmonics are
very distinct when the vehicle is at close distance to the sensor node. Since higher
frequency components tend to attenuate faster with respect to separation, higher com-
ponents show up only for few seconds around the CPA. Feature extraction consumes
a significant amount of the network resources, therefore the approximated harmonic
model must consider the fact that having a small frequency resolution and a longer
FV might lead to better discrimination but it will consume more power for extraction
and a complex classification scheme will be required to process the generated FV.
Table 4.7 shows the results for varying the desired spectral resolution (∆F ) and the
number of harmonics for the proposed TDHA algorithm. The generated FV com-
bines the ESHC, the event energy and the estimated harmonics’ amplitudes. The
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results in Table 4.7 are for simulations using the Bochum data set for the following
approximations:
• ∆F = 5 Hz and 25 harmonics, approximating the freq. band 5− 125 Hz.
• ∆F = 10 Hz and 25 harmonics, approximating the freq. band 10− 250 Hz.
• ∆F = 5 Hz and 50 harmonics, approximating the freq. band 5− 250 Hz.
• ∆F = 10 Hz and 50 harmonics, approximating the freq. band 10− 500 Hz.
• ∆F = 15 Hz and 50 harmonics, approximating the freq. band 15− 750 Hz.
It is clear from table 4.7 that by approximating the same frequency band us-
ing more components will help in better discrimination. Between the second and
third column, doubling the number of components for the 250 Hz band enhances the
classification by 10% with the highest improvements in the wheeled and lightweight
vehicles. This enhancement costs requires doubling the number of estimated harmon-
ics’ amplitudes and doubling the number of neural network input nodes and nodes
at the hidden layer which means multiplying the number of weights and biases by
4 (for a fully connected network). Comparing between the last three cases, we find
that having a large number of components approximating the target frequency band
is much better than having a lower resolution and approximating a wider band. It
has been proven in the literature [2] that a longer FV does not always mean better
discrimination. On the same tone, the results in the first two columns in Table 4.7
show that although the energy content of the acoustic signal spans the whole 250 Hz,
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Table 4.7: Different approximations for the harmonic signal - Bochum data set
Band(Hz)/Resolution(Hz) → 125/5 250/10 250/5 500/10 750/15
Feature vector length→ 27 27 52 52 52
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 95.59 94.78 97.49 95.07 95.54
Leopard 2 91.25 80.89 94.15 90.49 87.29
Jaguar 86.69 79.98 92.26 88.52 84.60
M48 97.20 92.22 97.94 96.80 94.99
Fuchs 80.95 78.30 86.49 84.56 77.17
Hermelin 73.15 61.77 74.87 73.69 71.20
Unimog 61.09 52.03 66.54 62.39 58.67
MB1017 61.00 57.06 70.23 62.26 57.32
Wiesel 80.31 71.77 84.57 83.08 77.39
F
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)
Leopard 1 0.53 1.44 0.39 0.88 0.83
Leopard 2 2.51 4.09 0.39 2.50 3.22
Jaguar 2.97 4.99 1.95 2.68 3.65
M48 0.60 1.27 0.35 0.60 0.73
Fuchs 1.75 2.40 1.26 1.95 2.02
Hermelin 1.53 1.51 1.10 1.52 1.47
Unimog 0.70 1.04 0.64 0.70 0.97
MB1017 1.84 2.25 1.63 1.78 2.26
Wiesel 2.51 3.18 1.61 1.92 2.39
Classification rate (%) 86.79 80.65 90.38 87.51 84.55
preserving a lower resolution (5 Hz) and approximating a lower band (125 Hz in-
stead of 250 Hz) was proven to be more efficient over all vehicles when the number
of harmonics was fixed to 25 harmonics.
The proposed TDHA algorithm combines the ESHC, the event energy, and the
harmonics’ amplitudes in a single FV for discrimination. In order to assess the selec-
tion of such components and the importance of having such combination for classifi-
cation, we tested the capability of the ANN to discriminate between the nine vehicles
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in the Bochum data set with different FVs. Table 4.8 shows the detection, the false
alarm, and the classification rate of the proposed TDHA algorithm with F˜F ∼ 5 Hz
and 50 harmonics for the following features:
1. The ESHC and the signal energy.
2. The harmonics’ amplitudes.
3. The ESHC and the harmonics’ amplitudes.
4. The ESHC, the signal energy, and the harmonics’ amplitudes.
From Table 4.8, we can conclude that harmonics’ amplitudes are the most effective
set of features and the information they carry is valuable for discrimination. The
energy and the ESHC are computed prior to estimating the harmonics’ amplitudes
during detection and feature extraction, respectively. The ESHC and the energy are
very important as well but they are not recommended for use by themselves without
the harmonics’ amplitudes. The event energy and the ESHC can differentiate between
different categories like wheeled versus tracked or heavyweight versus lightweight as
we will indicate in section 4.6.7 but not to discriminate among two heavyweight
tracked vehicles. The difference in performance between the last three columns is
very small and the length of the generated FV and the total number of computations
required are almost the same.
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Table 4.8: Detection, False alarm and classification rate - Different feature vectors
Selected ESHC
H. Amp.
ESHC ESHC
Feature → + + + Energy
Vector Energy H. Amp. + H. Amp.
FV length 2 50 51 52
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 87.19 97.09 95.83 97.49
Leopard 2 37.63 93.53 93.63 94.15
Wiesel 59.40 85.85 86.97 84.57
Jaguar 55.78 90.07 92.23 92.26
M48 74.97 96.45 97.35 97.94
Fuchs 64.85 84.84 88.65 86.49
Hermelin 31.86 68.22 78.09 74.87
Unimog 0.00 64.53 62.18 66.54
MB1017 7.15 68.63 71.44 70.23
F
al
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ar
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(%
)
Leopard 1 6.63 0.61 0.36 0.39
Leopard 2 8.33 2.17 1.78 0.39
Wiesel 7.23 2.45 1.77 1.61
Jaguar 11.23 1.82 1.99 1.95
M48 8.26 0.58 0.48 0.35
Fuchs 7.43 1.22 1.30 1.26
Hermelin 1.84 0.93 1.21 1.10
Unimog 0.00 0.71 0.50 0.64
MB1017 0.62 1.79 1.49 1.63
Classification rate (%) 55.75 89.09 90.32 90.38
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4.6.3 Modality
Since the harmonic structure is more distinct in the acoustic signature of ground
vehicles than in their seismic signature, all of our previous simulations selected the
acoustic modality for evaluating the selected set of characteristic features. In addition
to the published results in the literature [2, 40], which showed that vehicle’s acous-
tic signature is more efficient than its equivalent seismic signatures in discrimination
among ground vehicles. Many sensor modules are equipped with multiple transducers
to capture different modalities especially unattended ground sensors. In many situ-
ations the microphone might fail compared to the geophone since the later is buried
beneath the ground and it is less affected by the weather and spoofing. The proposed
TDHA algorithm can be used to extract the features from the seismic signature of
ground vehicles. Tables 4.9 and 4.10 compare between acoustic and seismic modalities
for detection and classification of vehicles using both data sets, Bochum and SensIT,
respectively. Applying the same detection algorithm over both modalities where the
energy of each event is compared to an adaptive threshold preserving a CFAR. The
same classification technique is applied using the same ANN architecture, training
scheme, and cost function. The features were extracted from the harmonic model
approximating the frequency band 5 − 250 Hz using 50 harmonics and ∆F = 5 Hz.
Since the harmonic structure is more distinct in the acoustic signature, the F˜F is
estimated from the acoustic signal for both approximations (acoustic and seismic).
Although the total number of detected events using the seismic signal varies
(higher for the Bochum data and lower for the SensIT data), the extracted features
from the seismic signal did not show the same capability in discrimination as the
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acoustic features in the two data sets. The variation in the total number of detected
events is a confirmation for the high dependence of the seismic propagation on the
substrate which has a large effect on the seismic wave propagation. We conclude
that, acoustic features are more successful in vehicle verification than their equivalent
seismic features. Although we again note the value of the seismic signal in detection.
Table 4.9: Acoustic versus seismic modality - Bochum data set
Modality → Acoustic Seismic
Total number of Detected events → 30000 36000
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 97.49 74.17
Leopard 2 94.15 61.10
Wiesel 84.57 69.12
Jaguar 92.26 66.86
M48 97.49 63.03
Fuchs 86.49 51.24
Hermelin 74.87 65.40
Unimog 66.54 49.22
MB1017 70.23 70.11
F
al
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ar
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(%
)
Leopard 1 0.39 3.80
Leopard 2 1.89 3.63
Wiesel 1.61 3.86
Jaguar 1.95 5.00
M48 0.35 4.51
Fuchs 1.26 5.16
Hermelin 1.10 5.87
Unimog 0.64 4.55
MB1017 1.63 4.74
Classification rate (%) 90.38 63.40
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Table 4.10: Acoustic versus seismic modality - SensIT data set
Modality → Acoustic Seismic
Total number of Detected events → 36000 14000
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
) AAV 89.77 80.04
DW 77.84 63.91
Noise 84.48 36.77
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
AAV 8.91 32.26
DW 5.97 19.82
Noise 7.68 2.28
Classification rate(%) 85.24 71.60
4.6.4 Feature space
Most of the previous military vehicle verification schemes generate their character-
istic features from the spectral domain (FFT components). We propose that time
domain features generated using the proposed TDHA algorithm for approximating
the deterministic signature of the acoustic signal are capable of performing as well as
the spectral features with fewer computations.
In order to evaluate the discrimination ability of harmonics’ amplitudes as com-
pared to spectral features, FFT components were computed for three different spectral
resolutions (5, 10, and 20 Hz for NFFT points = 1024, 512, and 256, respectively,
at 5 KHz sampling frequency). NFFT spectral components were computed for each
detected event with a duration of 0.5 seconds using a rectangular window. Three
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different windows were tested (Hamming, Hanning, and rectangular) and the spec-
trum obtained using the rectangular window resulted in better classification than the
other two windows. The FFT characteristic FV that will be used in discrimination is
constructed from the event energy followed by the first 50 FFT coefficients approxi-
mating the spectral signature in the low pass band up to 250 Hz, 500 Hz, and 1000 Hz,
respectively. This results in a FV of length 51. The TDHA method was applied for
the same set of detected events for the same approximate spectral resolutions (∆F
values of 5, 10, and 20 Hz) and using 50 harmonics. Table 4.11 illustrates the average
detection, false alarm and classification rate for the proposed TDHA algorithm versus
the spectral features generated for the same set of spectral resolutions.
It is clear from table 4.11 that for a fixed FV length, the TDHA modeling of
the deterministic signature of the acoustic emission of vehicles is at least as effective
in vehicle classification as the equivalent spectral features from the FFT method.
The classification rate of lightweight vehicles is less than the equivalent heavyweight
vehicles as expected since the harmonic structure is less distinct. Although the variety
of vehicles and unequal number of events per vehicle make the classification phase
very challenging to the NN, the classification performance for the given FVs is quite
good. For a fixed number of harmonics, constructing the harmonic model using a
smaller base frequency and achieving more harmonic resolution (smaller frequency
bands in spectral domain) allows for better approximation of the acoustic signal over
both the time domain and spectral features (on condition that the total frequency
band includes a significant amount of the acoustic energy, i.e. 0− 250 Hz).
A more realistic scenario is presented, where the ANN is trained using events
that are detected using one of the two sensor stations (Bochum data set) and is
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Table 4.11: Time domain features versus spectral features - Bochum data set
Features → Harmonics’ amplitudes Spectral
Model → F˜Fα strongest component FFT using a rectangular window
Vehicle ↓ Resolution → ∼ 5Hz ∼ 10Hz ∼ 20Hz 5Hz 10Hz 20Hz
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 97.49 95.07 94.55 95.69 92.29 90.76
Leopard 2 94.15 90.49 81.71 90.16 85.68 73.49
M48 97.94 96.80 92.46 94.29 92.44 85.25
Jaguar 92.26 88.52 83.89 89.79 86.40 74.56
Fuchs 86.49 84.56 77.44 86.43 84.02 80.51
Hermelin 74.87 73.69 63.77 72.86 72.94 64.67
Unimog 66.54 62.39 53.14 66.33 61.20 51.70
MB1017 70.23 62.26 53.62 69.49 60.85 53.27
Wiesel 84.57 83.08 79.85 83.28 85.17 73.82
F
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)
Leopard 1 0.39 0.88 1.13 0.83 1.47 2.86
Leopard 2 1.89 2.50 3.68 2.67 3.22 5.33
M48 0.35 0.60 1.29 0.87 1.25 2.22
Jaguar 1.95 2.68 4.54 2.46 3.12 6.12
Fuchs 1.26 1.95 2.49 1.20 1.66 2.45
Hermelin 1.10 1.15 1.32 1.09 1.27 1.45
Unimog 0.64 0.70 0.90 0.66 0.73 1.08
MB1017 1.63 1.78 2.24 1.71 1.77 1.77
Wiesel 1.61 1.92 2.83 2.12 2.46 3.58
Classification rate (%) 90.38 87.51 82.17 88.02 85.19 76.80
tested using events detected by the other station. Table 4.12 illustrates the average
detection, false alarm and classification rate, where the training and testing of the
ANN is performed using events that are detected by two separate stations that are
101 m apart and are on two different sides of the road with respect to the moving
vehicles. Although the classification rate was reduced for both the proposed TDHA
algorithm and the spectral features, the simpler TDHA approach again performs at
least as well as the spectral features.
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Table 4.12: Time domain features versus spectral features - Bochum data set - Dif-
ferent training and testing stations
Features → Harmonics’ amplitudes Spectral
Model → F˜F α strongest component FFT using a rectangular window
Vehicle ↓ Resolution → ∼ 5Hz ∼ 10Hz ∼ 20Hz 5Hz 10Hz 20Hz
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 89.82 91.94 91.00 87.98 85.20 86.90
Leopard 2 90.48 92.05 89.34 88.51 92.46 86.18
M48 78.96 77.46 68.39 78.86 76.63 63.54
Jaguar 82.51 79.51 71.74 78.04 72.08 64.35
Fuchs 80.37 77.91 69.05 75.80 71.51 61.87
Hermelin 75.12 73.96 49.38 71.94 73.22 36.24
Unimog 62.94 55.88 35.44 59.41 57.05 36.02
MB1017 66.66 59.22 65.42 68.18 61.15 78.98
Wiesel 80.10 79.52 77.44 75.14 82.25 79.23
F
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)
Leopard 1 0.37 0.69 0.52 0.82 0.68 1.57
Leopard 2 6.15 7.24 9.94 6.59 8.68 12.77
M48 1.41 0.45 0.63 1.60 1.69 0.89
Jaguar 1.91 2.02 3.46 1.99 1.65 4.11
Fuchs 1.04 1.36 2.42 0.82 1.01 1.46
Hermelin 3.11 3.05 1.68 3.55 3.19 0.76
Unimog 1.13 1.52 1.67 1.30 1.12 0.68
MB1017 3.07 3.36 5.28 3.95 3.62 6.11
Wiesel 2.07 1.76 3.78 2.53 2.83 3.84
Classification rate (%) 82.10 81.10 78.04 79.50 78.50 72.16
In another realistic scenario, we tested the performance of the ANN for features
extracted from events for certain runs that have been used in the training phase. In
this setting, the ANN is trained using events detected by both stations from half of
the recorded runs and is tested using events detected by the other half of the runs
(and vice versa for cross-validation). For the TDHA approach with an F˜F ∼ 5 Hz
and 50 harmonics, the average single event classification rate is 82.77%. These results
are virtually identical to those shown in Table 4.12. This was true for other cases as
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well.
4.6.5 Classifier selection
All our previous simulations use an ANN for classification. Although it has been
shown in the literature [2, 4, 5, 62] that ANNs are the preferred classifier for features
extracted from the vehicle’s acoustic emissions, in this section we evaluate the perfor-
mance of the TDHA algorithm combined with three different classifiers. Simulations
results in Table 4.13 compares between different classification schemes for the same
FV generated using the harmonics’ amplitudes estimated from the approximation of
the deterministic signal of the acoustic signature with an F˜F ∼ 5 Hz and using 50
harmonics. The characteristic FV is constructed from only the 50 estimated har-
monics’ amplitudes to avoid weighting individual FV dimensions according to the
dynamic range of this feature for an LVQ classifier or a MAP classifier.
LVQ uses a splitting technique as previously discussed in chapter 2. Two different
codebooks were generated for LVQ; the first assigns 64 code vectors per class, while
the second assigns 128 vectors per class. Although increasing the size of the code-
book improves the capability in vehicle discrimination, the computational complexity
increases exponentially with the size of the codebook. The MAP classifier is memory
and computational efficient for a small number of vehicles when compared to other
classifiers, but its performance is limited when the number of candidate vehicles is
large. From Table 4.13, it is clear that ANN classification rate is better than MAP
and LVQ (64 vectors/class). Although the classification rate of the wheeled vehicles
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using LVQ (128 vectors/class) is better than ANN, ANNs are characterized by better
discrimination among heavyweight tracked vehicles and their ability to acquire char-
acteristic features that have other features/measurements (such as the ESHC and
the event energy) beside the harmonics’ amplitude. The fact that the cost function
for an LVQ or a MAP classifier is the Euclidean distance along all input vector di-
mensions, which requires finding a weighting scheme for input vectors that include
diverse features, limits the capability of combining different measurements for gener-
ation of a single characteristic feature per event. In comparison, ANNs adjust their
weights and biases such that the dynamic range of each dimension of the input vector
is ineffective to the cost function (mean square error). Sensor nodes have limited
storage capabilities and although ANNs require storage of the weights and biases,
LVQ requires storing all of the code vectors. For a full connected ANN with a FV
length of 50 and 30 neurons in the hidden layer and 9 neurons at the output layer,
the total number of weights are 50*30 + 30*9, and the total number of biases are 30
+ 9, which gives a total number of entries for the ANN of 1809. LVQ (128 vectors
per class) requires storing all code vectors, making the total number of entries equal
to 50*9*128 or 57600 (more than 30 times than that required by the ANN). There
are many algorithms for storing the table in compressed format, but this will impact
both the ANN and the LVQ classifiers’ storage requirements.
4.6.6 Fusion
Multimodal decision fusion was previously proposed for reducing the noise effect by
combining individual decisions regarding either temporal events on the same node or
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Table 4.13: Different classifiers - Bochum data set
Feature vector → Harmonics’ amplitudes
Classifier → ANN LVQ (64) LVQ (128) MAP
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 97.09 90.76 96.30 50.97
Leopard 2 93.53 77.71 86.63 75.97
Jaguar 90.07 86.85 90.72 60.36
M48 96.45 87.61 94.41 54.81
Fuchs 84.84 86.99 87.21 59.88
Hermelin 68.28 79.98 78.62 63.02
Unimog 64.53 69.06 72.65 65.99
MB1017 68.63 76.46 75.46 73.98
Wiesel 85.85 75.69 80.93 61.58
F
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)
Leopard 1 0.61 1.31 0.75 0.07
Leopard 2 2.17 2.35 1.23 13.03
Jaguar 1.82 3.44 1.89 0.33
M48 0.58 0.93 0.58 0.24
Fuchs 1.22 1.96 1.69 0.72
Hermelin 0.93 2.10 1.78 1.62
Unimog 0.71 1.43 1.33 5.12
MB1017 1.79 2.28 1.65 11.98
Wiesel 2.45 2.97 2.18 9.21
Classification rate (%) 89.09 83.33 88.23 62.13
the same event on distributed nodes (spatial fusion). Although fusion might require
extra processing, storage and/or communication, fusion can be achieved using sim-
ple and energy efficient schemes. In this section, we will investigate the benefits of
applying multi-modal fusion at lower processing levels (relay fusion) and at higher
processing levels (decision fusion).
We have shown that the extracted features from the acoustic signal are more
efficient than their equivalent seismic signals in vehicle verification. Seismic features
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can be helpful in two scenarios: very high wind and background noise or the damage
of the acoustic transducers (microphones). Beside these two scenarios seismic energy
has shown both a great potential in detection of events (not classification) when
compared to the acoustic energy and a high resistivity to spoofing. Most UGS are
equipped with multiple transducers. Data fusion requires defining a correlation or a
coupling scheme between different modalities and consumes a considerable amount of
the sensor power. Relay fusion as previously described in Chapter 2 is another fusion
method that occurs at a low data level and does not require finding a correlation
between different data signals. Relay fusion proposes utilizing the seismic data in the
detection phase and the acoustic data in the feature extraction phase. Tables 4.14
and 4.15 compare between detection, false alarm, and classification rate for a single
modality scenario compared to a relay fusion scenario using Bochum and SensIT data
sets, respectively.
The results in Tables 4.14 and 4.15 prove that seismic energy can be very reliable
in detecting moving vehicles independent on any background or wind noise. The
only drawback in seismic detection is the limited detection range as compared to
acoustic energy. The range for acoustic detection can exceed few hundred meters
while that for seismic detection is limited to a maximum of 200 meters for heavyweight
tracked vehicles. Seismic signals produced by either wheeled or tracked vehicles will be
detected for at least few events during the run, which makes seismic detection suitable
for implementing a reliable and early warning system for peacekeeping operations in
specific territories that do not allow deployment of microphones. The microphones in
SensIT data set captured a lot of wind and background noise which forced the acoustic
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Table 4.14: Seismic-Acoustic relay fusion compared to a single modality scenario -
Bochum data set
Detection Modality → Acoustic Seismic Seismic
Classification Modality → Acoustic Seismic Acoustic
Total number of Detected events → 30000 36000 36000
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
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)
Leopard 1 97.49 74.17 95.68
Leopard 2 94.15 61.10 91.36
Jaguar 92.26 66.86 91.83
M48 97.49 63.03 96.60
Fuchs 86.49 51.24 77.72
Hermelin 74.87 65.40 52.25
Unimog 66.54 49.22 70.88
MB1017 70.23 70.11 71.46
Wiesel 84.57 69.12 85.94
F
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)
Leopard 1 0.39 3.80 0.29
Leopard 2 1.89 3.63 1.86
Jaguar 1.95 5.00 2.14
M48 0.35 4.51 0.55
Fuchs 1.26 5.16 1.58
Hermelin 1.10 5.87 0.49
Unimog 0.64 4.55 2.00
MB1017 1.63 4.74 2.14
Wiesel 1.61 3.86 3.19
Classification rate (%) 90.38 63.40 87.37
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Table 4.15: Seismic-Acoustic relay fusion compared to a single modality scenario -
SensIT data set
Detection Modality → Acoustic Seismic Seismic
Classification Modality → Acoustic Seismic Acoustic
Total number of Detected events → 36000 14000 14000
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
) AAV 89.77 80.04 94.22
DW 77.84 63.91 81.43
Noise 84.48 36.77 66.97
F
al
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ar
m
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te
(%
)
AAV 8.91 32.26 9.63
DW 5.97 19.82 5.12
Noise 7.68 2.28 4.44
Classification rate (%) 85.24 71.60 88.61
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detector to declare more than double the events detected by the seismic detector as
moving vehicles (Table 4.15), although both vehicles in this data set were heavyweight
military vehicles. Most of the difference between the total number of events that has
been detected using seismic energy and acoustic energy for SensIT data set is for
the noise class. The wind and background noise in the Bochum data set is very
low compared to the SensIT data set, which suggests that in this specific situation,
detection and classification using only the acoustic emission of ground vehicles is
preferable to relay fusion.
In many situations, high level fusion is a possible approach to increase the con-
fidence in the monitoring system. In addition to increasing the confidence in the
system, temporal decision fusion between individual events at the same sensor node
reduces network traffic and produces single decisions per node over long periods in-
stead of sending a decision every half second. Since decision fusion will be imple-
mented over the sensor node, a simple and energy efficient scheme is required such as
simple voting between individual decisions to decide upon a winning vehicle class (a
winner takes all scheme). Table 4.16 shows the average classification rate for a single
event decision and for employing decision fusion for the SensIT and the Bochum data
sets.
Although the SensIT data set contains two heavyweight vehicles, but the average
classification rate for individual decisions was less than that achieved for Bochum data
set. The classification rate was improved by applying decision fusion using voting
among all detected events at a sensor node regarding a single vehicle crossing the
sensor field. It is clear from Table 4.16 that decision fusion was capable of enhancing
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the classification rate which intern increases the confidence in the network decision.
Decision fusion can be as well combined with other types of low level fusion such as
data or relay fusion.
Table 4.16: Single decision versus decision fusion - SensIT data set(3 classes) and
Bochum data set(9 classes)
Data set SensIT Bochum
Modality Acoustic
Algorithm TDHA (F˜F ∼ 5Hz and 50 harmonics)
Classification rate - single event 85.24 90.38
Classification rate - decision fusion 93.72 92.05
We have considered processing events that were detected using either their seismic
or acoustic energy. Peacekeeping operations and other monitoring applications might
require more confidence before sending an alert message. One way of increasing the
confidence in the detected events without missing these events and with minimum
communication among sensor modules, is through multi-modal detection. This means
that only events that are detected using both modalities (seismic and acoustic energy)
will be considered for further processing. Table 4.17 shows the detection, false alarm,
and classification results for features generated using the proposed TDHA algorithm
for events that have acoustic and seismic energies above their adaptive threshold
levels. The total number of events is much less than those detected by either acoustic
or seismic modalities. Although we showed that the acoustic features are better
than their equivalent seismic features in discrimination, Table 4.17 compares between
acoustic and seismic features as well as a combined FV that concatenate features
from the acoustic and seismic signature of the ground vehicle. Although combining
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Table 4.17: Multi-modal detection and different characteristic features (Single event)
- Bochum data set
Characteristic features → Harmonics’ Amplitudes
Classification Modality → Seismic Acoustic Seismic+Acoustic
FV length → 22 52 72
Approximated Band (Hz) 5-100 5-250 5-100 + 5-250
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 84.31 94.85 94.15
Leopard 2 60.10 80.08 89.22
Jaguar 72.43 8.50 87.56
M48 68.78 95.37 95.38
Fuchs 48.96 84.72 85.65
Hermelin 67.50 76.53 82.97
Unimog 54.05 71.15 74.67
MB1017 70.38 70.84 80.27
Wiesel 70.17 82.40 85.29
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 2.67 0.48 0.54
Leopard 2 3.78 1.42 1.25
Jaguar 3.43 1.99 1.63
M48 3.88 1.19 0.45
Fuchs 5.30 2.49 1.94
Hermelin 4.77 2.72 2.85
Unimog 6.63 2.39 2.19
MB1017 4.16 3.88 3.35
Wiesel 3.23 3.10 1.56
Classification rate (%) 66.30 82.47 85.96
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features increased the classification rate, but it requires a larger neural network and
more computations which must be taken into consideration.
Table 4.18 shows the temporal decision fusion results for the single decisions ob-
tained for the multi-modal detection scenario with enhancements over all classes in-
dependent on the characteristic features.
Table 4.18: Multi-modal detection and different characteristic features (Decision fu-
sion) - Bochum data set
Characteristic features → Harmonics’ Amplitudes
Classification Modality → Seismic Acoustic Seismic+Acoustic
FV length → 22 52 72
Approximated Band (Hz) 5-100 5-250 5-100 + 5-250
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 95.50 98.52 100.00
Leopard 2 70.00 95.18 98.78
Jaguar 91.23 98.43 95.45
M48 83.03 100.00 98.41
Fuchs 66.66 95.00 100.00
Hermelin 84.16 92.85 100.00
Unimog 58.94 70.00 73.07
MB1017 73.25 84.61 87.03
Wiesel 90.99 92.64 96.92
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 2.09 0.00 0.96
Leopard 2 1.50 0.25 0.25
Jaguar 1.62 0.47 0.00
M48 4.33 0.95 0.00
Fuchs 2.71 0.43 0.86
Hermelin 3.40 1.92 2.57
Unimog 3.89 1.62 0.23
MB1017 1.41 1.39 1.17
Wiesel 1.01 1.20 0.24
Classification rate (%) 80.32 92.53 94.16
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4.6.7 Comparison with published results
The research group that conducted the original BVP experiment [42,52] developed a
processing tool for detection and classification of military vehicles using their acoustic
and seismic signatures. They used the relative powers of the first 15 harmonically
related components. They computed the FFT components and located the harmonic
line series using the distinct peaks found in the spectrum followed by selection of
the powers of the wining harmonic peaks among all detected peaks for generation of
the feature vector. The wining peaks are the ones that form a harmonic line series
with a fundamental between 8 and 20 Hz. They used learning vector quantization
for classification of their weighted power feature vector. The weighting was proven
to be helpful since the power of the first 15 harmonics can contain more than 99%
of the total line series power [42]. After processing all recordings in 0.82 seconds
intervals, a random selection of two out of each three feature vectors are used for
learning, with the rest used for testing. In [42, 52] only 8 vehicles out of 10 were
used for evaluation since the remaining two vehicles (Wiesel and VW van) did not
show strong harmonic structure and the harmonic line series could not be extracted
from the acoustic data. They also attempted performing multi-level classification by
using the maximum amplitudes of both the acoustic and seismic signals in separating
tracked vehicles from wheeled vehicles, then using the relative powers of the first 15
harmonic peaks in determining the detected vehicle.
We tested our proposed TDHA algorithm combined with a feedforward ANN for
classification of military vehicles on the same 8 vehicles and by using the same ratio of
trained/tested features, but when we attempted to perform multi-level classification,
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we selected the ESHC, the acoustic energy, and the seismic energy in separating
tracked vehicles from wheeled ones, followed by utilizing the harmonics amplitudes in
determining the class of the vehicle. Table 4.19 compares between the results obtained
by the group of researchers who collected the Bochum data set [42,52] with our results
for the harmonics’ amplitudes features approximating the deterministic signal in the
band [5 − 250] Hz. Altmann et. al. in [42, 52] did not include the false alarm rate
in their results, but when we compare the classification rate, we find that in both
single level and multi-level classification, our algorithm is very competitive to their
results and we achieved a higher average classification rate and a higher detection rate
for the lightweight vehicles and most of the heavyweight tracked ones. In addition
to the simplicity in extracting the characteristic features compared to the algorithm
proposed in [42, 52].
The researchers who collected SensIT data set proposed a distributed detection
and classification system that is capable of producing single event decisions and mul-
tiple events’ decisions utilizing decision fusion across distributed sensors. They have
three classes (Assault Amphibious Vehicle, Dragon Wagon vehicle, and Noise) and
use acoustic and seismic features for classification. Events of duration 0.75 seconds
were used. For the acoustic modality, 100 FFT components with resolution of 9.6875
Hz were pair wise averaged into 50 components with resolution of 19.375 for generat-
ing the acoustic FV carrying the information for frequencies up to ∼ 1 KHz. For the
seismic modality, 50 FFT components with resolution of 9.6875 Hz were selected for
generating the seismic FV carrying the information for frequencies up to ∼ 0.5 KHz.
They performed classification of both acoustic and seismic features using K-Nearest
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Table 4.19: Comparison with the BVP published results
Features → Harmonics’ Amp. Spectral [52] Harmonics’ Amp. Spectral [52]
Classifier → ANN LVQ ANN LVQ
Classification Single Multi-level
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Tracked - - 98.63 97.00
Wheeled - - 96.65 89.56
Leopard 1 96.18 99.00 97.83 98.00
Leopard 2 94.65 88.00 95.79 96.00
Jaguar 95.18 91.00 92.47 95.00
M48 97.72 95.00 98.76 98.00
Fuchs 88.86 86.00 89.56 95.00
Hermelin 79.31 67.00 83.39 75.00
Unimog 68.58 60.00 75.73 75.00
MB1017 74.64 64.00 79.21 69.00
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
Tracked - - 3.34 NA
Wheeled - - 1.36 NA
Leopard 1 0.42 NA 0.28 NA
Leopard 2 1.89 NA 1.07 NA
Jaguar 1.96 NA 1.74 NA
M48 0.28 NA 0.35 NA
Fuchs 1.28 NA 1.01 NA
Hermelin 1.14 NA 1.43 NA
Unimog 0.68 NA 0.66 NA
MB1017 1.44 NA 1.24 NA
Classification rate (%) 92.07 89.00 98.19 93.12
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Neighbor, ML, and Support Vector machines. They used 1
3
of the generated features
for training and the remaining 2
3
for testing.
We tested our proposed monitoring system for verification of military vehicles on
the same classes and by using the same ratio of trained/tested features. Table 4.20
compares between the results obtained by the group of researchers who collected
the SensIT data set [40] with our results for the harmonics’ amplitudes features
approximating the deterministic signal in the band 5 - 250 Hz. The only difference
between the data used in SensIT published results and our simulations is the manual
labeling of the noise class (detected vehicle that has the noise level higher than the
vehicle sound). The original labeling was lost when the data was imported from
one server to the other and we manually labeled the acoustic recordings. For our
seismic simulations, we used the same labeling performed using the acoustic signal
which results in a very small number of seismically detected events that are originally
labeled as noise. It is clear from Table 4.20 that our approximated harmonic model
and extracted features approximating the band 5 - 250 Hz have higher discrimination
capability and very low false alarm rate compared to the original results obtained
by the researchers who collected the original data. The only improvements in their
results is in the noise class while using the seismic modality and the reason for that
is the small number of detected noise events using seismic modality. ANNs are very
sensitive to the training set size, as previously discussed in section 4.3. Finally, we
must point out the remarkably low false alarm rate obtained using our proposed
features compared to the spectral features used by the researchers who collected the
SensIT data set.
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Table 4.20: Comparison with SensIT project published results
Features → Harmonics’ Amp. Spectral [40]
Detection Modality → Acoustic Seismic Acoustic Seismic
Classifier → ANN ANN k-NN ML SVM k-NN ML SVM
Vehicle ↓
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
) AAV 89.77 80.04 67.48 73.63 66.54 55.32 67.04 58.01
DW 77.84 63.91 61.18 65.39 60.09 49.95 40.05 56.76
Noise 84.48 36.77 75.26 68.66 76.66 60.51 74.32 71.03
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
AAV 8.91 32.26 29.39 34.50 19.58 56.57 52.33 48.58
DW 5.97 19.82 32.88 39.36 40.38 54.81 44.81 47.62
Noise 7.68 2.28 30.07 22.72 29.35 23.81 22.08 19.56
Classification rate (%) 85.24 71.60 69.36 68.95 69.48 56.24 62.81 63.79
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Chapter 5
Analog-to-Information:
Classification of Harmonic Signals
5.1 Overview
In this chapter, an Analog-to-Information (ATI) approach is developed to extract
representative features directly from acquired harmonic analog signals for signal clas-
sification. The reduction in the computational load is achieved by extracting crucial
information that is relatively sparse in the frequency domain directly from the analog
time domain harmonic signal. Sources that have rotating machinery emit acoustic or
vibration signals that have a distinct harmonic structure with the majority of the sig-
nal energy lying in its harmonics. Harmonic signals can be defined from the amplitude
of each harmonic component which can be obtained from the frequency domain. The
ATI approach replaces a high resolution A/D converter followed by an FFT with a
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multichannel analog projection and integration to extract the sparse spectral features
for signal classification. The proposed approach does not require knowing the FF of
the harmonic series or the number of harmonics or estimating the strongest harmonic
component as was done in the TDHA method described in Chapter 4. Compared to
commonly used feature extraction techniques (FFT and wavelets), the complexity in
extracting the harmonic signal characteristics using the proposed ATI approach in a
parallel processing approach is much smaller.
The proposed ATI approach requires a challenging analog electronic implementa-
tion. The complete analog design and error estimates has been performed by Daniel
J. White, at the DSP Lab, University of Nebraska-Lincoln. In this Chapter we will
describe the proposed approach and present the simulation results as a feasibility
study that address the key design issues.
In Section 5.2, we will briefly review the motives and challenges for bringing
the feature extraction phase to the analog front-end with emphasis on the power
consumption and the overall system performance, Section 5.3 describes the basic
ATI approach suitable for implementation on extremely low power sensor modules,
Section 5.4 presents experimental results obtained for detection and classification of
military vehicles using acoustic signals, and Section 5.5 presents experimental results
obtained for identification of bearings faults in induction motors using the motor’s
vibration signal.
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5.2 Background
One of the major components that consumes the node’s power during signal pro-
cessing is the A/D circuitry, especially at high speed. Another major component is
the high speed digital signal processing circuitry. Compressed Sensing (CS) [117] was
previously proposed as an efficient signal acquisition approach to extract sparse signal
characteristics using random projection over orthogonal basis to avoid sampling at
high rates. Signal characteristics obtained using CS are randomly distributed across
projected data and cannot be used for discrimination and they are only useful for sig-
nal regeneration using a complex algorithm that is not suitable for low power sensor
modules. The majority of signal detection and classification schemes transform the
acquired signal into a favorable domain that can reveal significant characteristics in a
relatively condensed feature vector. Spectral and wavelet features have been proven
to be adequate for most signal detection and classification tasks such as speech recog-
nition [97], vehicle detection [40, 52, 53, 62], fault detection [26–28, 66], etc. Spectral
and wavelet coefficients are characterized by being able to represent signal character-
istics using a compact number of components, but they require sampling the acquired
signal at high rates prior to processing. Several low power monitoring schemes use sta-
tistical parameters such as signal mean, standard deviation, peak, etc., obtained from
the time domain signal to generate signal characteristics for identification [118], but
they are limited in the amount of information carried compared to spectral features.
Analog approaches are generally used whenever the size, weight and power con-
sumption is of primary concern to the system designer [119]. The challenge is in
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having an analog system that performs as well as its equivalent digital system irre-
spective of the common analog problems as mismatch, non-linearity, offset, and error
propagation. While the art of designing low power analog computational devices for
extracting the information of interest is usually not as automated as in digital de-
signs, the resulting analog computational system can be far more power efficient than
its equivalent digital realization [120]. Several approaches proposed increasing the
analog processing share in a mixed signal approach to reduce the rate at which the
A/D must operate [121].
Characteristic features can be evaluated based on two aspects; the first, is repre-
sented by the amount of resources (power and area) needed to extract those features.
The second is the amount of information carried by those features that hold the
signal’s significant characteristics. A classic representation of the resource-precision
relationship for both analog and digital systems for sub-threshold technology is shown
in Figure 5.1 (as described in [103]) with similar curves obtained for the area as well.
The precision is represented by the SNR with 10 bits equivalent to 60.2 dB. The
exact location of the cross over point and the power values highly depend on the
task, technology and the skills of the analog and digital designer. The noise gain,
bandwidth, clock frequency, average switching capacitance, etc., chosen to produce a
crossover that occurs at 55 dB or < 10 bits. The comparison in [103] did not include
the fact that the actual power consumption of the digital system is higher since an
A/D will be needed for a digital system with an analog input, which is the case in
most wireless sensor applications. The power and area costs to operate an A/D at
high precision and speed are high.
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As Figure 5.1 shows, the low power requirements of analog systems at low SNR
is attractive. However, this approach requires an ability to mitigate several non-ideal
aspects of analog systems such as mismatch, offset, non-linearity, etc. In section 5.4,
we will demonstrate ATI performance at SNRs of 10 and 20 dB, taking into consid-
eration expected analog hardware errors obtained from the 0.13µm hardware models
designed by Daniel White [122].
5.3 Analog-to-Information Front-End Approach
Acoustic and vibration signals emitted from rotating machinery acquired at several
passive sensors can be modeled as a sum of a deterministic harmonic signal and a
non deterministic component. It was shown in [52, 53, 62] that selective harmonic
features extracted from the captured acoustic signal are sufficient for signal/source
discrimination.
The ATI approach estimates the harmonics’ amplitudes of the deterministic har-
monic signal that extends over the band where the original signal energy is concen-
trated, without the need to estimate or track the FF or the number of harmonics.
We are trying to approximate the complex harmonic structure to a single harmonic
series and use its amplitudes in discrimination. The signal is processed in short win-
dows to ensure a relatively constant harmonic signature. For each window, The ATI
approach generates the set of harmonics’ amplitudes that best approximate the deter-
ministic signature within a defined band. These amplitudes will be the sole features
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for identifying the underlying signal. The extracted information is sufficient for signal
classification. It is not used for signal regeneration.
The FF and number of harmonics of the approximated harmonic signal are selected
such that this signal has the highest spectral resolution given the frequency band of
interest and the limited resources of the wireless sensor node. For example, if the
acquired signal has most of its energy in the bandwidth 0− 500 Hz, and the system
allows the use of a characteristic feature of length 100 per window, the ATI approach
uses 5 Hz as the FF and 100 harmonics as the number of harmonics. In another
situation, if the signal energy is mostly in the band of 500− 1000 Hz, and the length
of the feature vector is 50, the ATI transformation uses 10 Hz as the FF and estimate
the amplitude of the 51st to 100th harmonics for signal identification without the need
to estimate the lower harmonics’ amplitudes1.
5.3.1 Analog Projection
A harmonic signal modeling the deterministic signature can be described as
x(t) =
M∑
k=1
αk cos(2πkft+ φk), (5.1)
where αk ≥ 0 and φk are the amplitude and phase of the kth harmonic respectively,
f is the FF, and M is the total number of harmonics. For estimation of each har-
monic amplitude αk, the input signal is projected onto a pair of basis functions with
1Unlike the FFT, which generates the spectral coefficients of the band 0−Fs/2, the ATI approach
is designed to estimate the harmonics’ amplitudes of selected higher bands without the need to
estimate those of the lower band.
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frequency kf and the mixed signal is integrated over T = 1/f producing
yIl =
∫ T
0
M∑
k=1
αk cos(2πkft+ φk) ψIl(t)dt,
yQl =
∫ T
0
M∑
k=1
αk cos(2πkft+ φk) ψQl(t)dt, (5.2)
where l = 1, 2, · · · , L and L ≥ M . Each pair of basis functions represents even and
odd square functions with respect to the midpoint of the time window. ψIl(t) is the
in-phase basis and ψQl(t) represents the quadrature basis given as
ψI1(t) =


1 0 ≤ t < T
4
−1 T
4
≤ t < 3T
4
1 3T
4
≤ t < T
and ψIl(t) = ψI1(lt− ⌊
lt
T
⌋T ), l = 2, 3, · · · , L
ψQ1(t) =


1 0 ≤ t < T
2
−1 T
2
≤ t < T
and ψQl(t) = ψQ1(lt− ⌊
lt
T
⌋T ), l = 2, 3, · · · , L
(5.3)
where ⌊ lt
T
⌋ = max{D ∈ Z | D ≤ lt
T
}. Figure 5.2 shows the basis pairs for several
harmonics up to l = 10 harmonics with f = 1/T .
5.3.2 Feature Extraction
The simple harmonic signal in (5.1) can be expressed using the in-phase and quadra-
ture components as
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Figure 5.2: Basis Functions for l = 1, 2, ..., 10
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x(t) =
M∑
k=1
αk cos(φk) cos(2πkft)−
M∑
k=1
αk sin(φk) sin(2πkft), (5.4)
Substituting in (5.2) with the in-phase and quadrature representation and with
the basis functions given in (5.3) and evaluating the integration assuming that f = 1
T
,
we get
yIl =
T
2π
M∑
k=1
αk cos(φk)
k
2l∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 sin
(
(2r − 1)πk
2l
)
,
yQl =
−T
2π
M∑
k=1
αk sin(φk)
k
2l∑
r=1
(−1)r−1 cos
(
2rπk
2l
)
,
(5.5)
where l = 1, 2, · · · , L. The output of each in-phase and quadrature channel represents
the sum of scaled in-phase and quadrature harmonics’ amplitudes, respectively. In
order to illustrate the simplicity in resolving back the harmonics’ amplitudes, the y I
and yQ can be represented in matrix format as


yI1
yI2
...
yIL


︸ ︷︷ ︸
yI
=
T
2π


1 0 -1
3
0 1
5
0 -1
7
0 1
9
0 · · ·
0 1 0 0 0 -1
3
0 0 0 1
5
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
UI


α1 cos(φ1)
α2 cos(φ2)
...
αM cos(φM)


︸ ︷︷ ︸
aI
,
(5.6)
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and


yQ1
yQ2
...
yQL


︸ ︷︷ ︸
yQ
=
−T
2π


1 0 1
3
0 1
5
0 1
7
0 1
9
0 · · ·
0 1 0 0 0 1
3
0 0 0 1
5
· · ·
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 · · · 0 0 0 1


︸ ︷︷ ︸
UQ


α1 sin(φ1)
α2 sin(φ2)
...
αM sin(φM)


︸ ︷︷ ︸
aQ
,
(5.7)
where UI and UQ are Unipotent matrices
2. The UI and UQ are sparse matrices with
most off-diagonal entries are zero. Given y I and yQ, the in-phase and quadrature
amplitude vectors aI and aQ can be obtained using
a I = U
−1
I y I , aQ = U
−1
Q yQ,
(5.8)
The sparsity of the Unipotent matrix reduces the computational power required
for obtaining a I and aQ
3, which is used to estimate the harmonics’ amplitudes using
α =
√
a2I + a
2
Q. (5.9)
where l = 1, 2, · · · , L. Figure 5.3 illustrates the ATI approach for estimation of
2Unipotent matrices are those with all eignvalues = 1, and (U −I)n = 0, where I is the identity
matrix for n > 1
3The inverse of the Unipotent matrices is known and does not need to be calculated for each
window.
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Figure 5.3: Analog-to-information front-end
the harmonics’ amplitudes approximating the deterministic signature in the acquired
analog signal.
5.3.3 Harmonic Parameters
The ATI approach assumes the acquired analog signal is band limited to L · f , where
L ≥M , M is the total number of harmonics in the original signal, and the fundamen-
tal of the input, f , equals to 1
T
, where T is the analysis window length. Projection
over rectangular basis has one primary benefit: the fact that the analog hardware
realization of these basis functions and the projection operation has the potential to
be relatively simple and very power efficient.
A sample example is shown in Figure 5.4 for four harmonic signals with 10 har-
monics and four different actual FFs (3.0 Hz, 2.9 Hz, 2.7 Hz and 2.4 Hz). The ATI
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Figure 5.4: Analog-to-Information approach applied with different harmonic shifts.
approach uses an assumed FF of 1 Hz and 40 harmonics, which results in complete
alignment between the actual harmonics and the proposed harmonic model in the
first case and a harmonic shift that varies between 0 − 20% in the other three cases
depending on the true FF and the harmonic order. The Harmonics’ estimates in Fig-
ure 5.4 shows that harmonics’ amplitudes estimated using the ATI approach are very
close to the original harmonics’ amplitudes preserving the whole spectral envelope
and the amplitudes of those harmonics that span the band with no energy are close
to zero.
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5.4 Case Study I: Classification of military vehi-
cles
The acoustic data of 10 different vehicles were recorded by the BVP during verification
experiments in 2000 [42,52], as previously discussed in Chapter 4. The ATI approach
considers only the acoustic data since the harmonic structure is more apparent in the
acoustic emission of vehicles. The original recording was triggered manually when the
vehicle crosses the 200 m flag to acquire the whole run. In order to determine whether
an event has occurred or not, the adaptive CFAR [53] outputs a decision every 0.5
second, based on the average energy level of the acoustic signal. The CFAR threshold
is updated according to the noise variance of the detector output. Evaluating the
performance of the CFAR detector is done by measuring any gaps that occurs in the
detection process4. On average the implemented CFAR detector misses less than 7%
of total number of detected events. The CFAR detector also detects events that do not
have a clear signature, and those events and their presumably errant classifications
are already included in the classification rates shown in the presented results. The
total number of detected events per run depends on the vehicle itself and its speed.
During normal speeds, medium and lightweight vehicles are detected within 50 m from
the sensor station, while heavyweight tracked vehicles are detected beyond 100 m.
Although the same number of runs were recorded for each vehicle, the variation
in the detection range resulted in having the total number of detected events per
4A gap is defined as one or more events that are preceded and followed by at least 2 seconds or
more of continuous detection.
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vehicle range between 1200− 5500 events/vehicle. The total number of runs for the
Volkswagen van were very small compared to the remaining military vehicles which
resulted in having a very small number of generated FVs. An ANN was selected
for classification. Since ANNs are very sensitive to the size of the training set and
since we were trying to adapt a single network to differentiate among all vehicles,
the Volkswagen van runs were dropped from our simulations. Averaging over the
remaining nine vehicles, 96.64% of the energy of the acoustic emission for more than
32000 detected events5 was found to be in the range 0− 250 Hz.
A three-layer FNN with sigmoid transfer function is utilized. The input layer
represents the FV, the hidden layer consists of 40 hidden neurons, the output layer
consists of 9 neurons (corresponding to 9 vehicles). The training (learning) of the
network is according to the Resilient backpropagation algorithm (Rprop) developed
from an analysis of the performance of the standard steepest descent algorithm [123].
The structure of the neural network is fixed for all evaluations. For all of our results,
1
3
of the total number of detected events are randomly selected for network training
and the remaining 2
3
are used for testing.
The features extracted using the proposed ATI analog front-end approach utilizing
three different harmonic models were evaluated for a FF = 5 Hz and L = 25, 50, and
100, approximating the deterministic signature of military vehicles in the band 125 Hz,
250 Hz, and 500 Hz, respectively. The detection, false alarm and classification rate
results are shown in Table 5.1. Temporal decision fusion results are included as well in
Table 5.1, where the decision is produced based on simple voting between individual
decision on the same node for the same detected vehicle.
5Each event represents 0.5 seconds
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Table 5.1: Detection, False alarm and classification rate - Military Vehicles
Number of harmonics 25 50 100
Vehicle ↓ FF → 5 Hz
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 92.87 96.20 95.83
Leopard 2 81.25 90.91 91.85
Wiesel 77.42 82.95 86.62
Jaguar 80.09 90.16 88.79
M48 88.09 95.62 95.47
Fuchs 81.89 88.79 87.66
Hermelin 53.04 66.77 64.82
Unimog 56.81 64.20 63.77
MB1017 49.39 59.02 65.94
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
(%
)
Leopard 1 1.33 0.89 1.09
Leopard 2 5.15 2.48 2.69
Wiesel 3.29 2.27 2.21
Jaguar 3.87 2.30 2.14
M48 2.08 0.63 0.55
Fuchs 2.49 1.98 1.64
Hermelin 1.58 1.26 0.89
Unimog 1.04 0.56 0.59
MB1017 2.10 1.54 1.70
Classification rate (%) 80.00 87.73 88.14
Decision Fusion (%) 87.60 89.38 91.53
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From Table 5.1, we conclude that the ATI approach was capable of extracting
distinctive features sufficient for vehicle discrimination without the need to estimate
the engine FF or the exact number of harmonics. For the same spectral resolution
(5 Hz), the capability to discriminate among military vehicles using harmonics’ am-
plitudes extracted using the ATI approach will increase with more projections up to
250 Hz and the improvements from additional increase is not significant. We investi-
gated the effect of changing the spectral resolution and found that having a smaller
resolution (< 5 Hz) results in a slight improvement in discrimination but requires
more projections to approximate the same band.
A quick comparison between the ATI approach (Table 5.1) and the TDHA algo-
rithm (Table 4.5) discussed in Chapter 4 for the same spectral resolution and fea-
ture vector length shows a slight degradation in the average classification rate (from
90.38% for the TDHA to 87.73% for the ATI) with slightly more degradation in the
lightweight vehicles. Although both algorithms employ the harmonics’ amplitudes for
classification, generating a harmonic structure based on the assumed FF (∝ strongest
harmonic component) enables the estimated amplitudes to be more effective than us-
ing a constant FF. However, the strength in the ATI approach lies mostly in the
reduction in the power and area costs to implement the ATI approach compared to
either the TDHA algorithm or FFT.
The sparsity in the Unipotent matrix and its inverse simplify the last step in
resolving the harmonics’ amplitudes from the projected vectors. However, the infor-
mation needed for discrimination between vehicles is already present in the projected
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vector (yIl, and yQl where l = 1, 2, ..., L) and these vectors can be directly used as the
characteristic feature vector for classification of military vehicles6.
A hardware implementation of the proposed ATI approach introduces several
sources of deviation from the formulation in (5.2). These may be combined into
five classes of errors: timing, gain, offset, distortion, and random. For more details
regarding the hardware realization and error modeling, please refer to [122]. These
errors must be addressed in our simulations to evaluate the discrimination capability
when the neural network is tested using features that are subjected to different errors.
The average distortion effect can be estimated, and the generated features randomly
selected for training of the ANN can be subjected to the estimated distortion. The
three classes of errors that are crucial for the proposed analog approach are the gain,
offset, and random noise. These errors will vary among the harmonic channels and
can only be tuned within certain limits. Figure 5.5 addresses the effect of each of the
gain, offset, and random noise in the classification process. Training of the ANN is
performed using features subjected only to the estimated distortion function, while
testing is performed using features subjected to the estimated distortion function,
added noise, random gain, and random offset. The effect of the added offset in
decreasing the average classification rate is more significant than the gain, and the
decrease in the average classification rate for the same offset and gain is higher at
lower SNR levels. The preliminary simulation results given analog hardware errors
within certain levels of gain and offset at an SNR of 10 to 20 dB show we can achieve
an average classification rate of 75% or higher. The average classification rate can
always be increased by other means including temporal decision fusion.
6For a FF of 5 Hz, and 50 harmonics, the classification rate using the projected vector was 86.64%
compared to 87.73% when resolving the harmonics’ amplitudes (Table 5.1).
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5.5 Case Study II: Identification of bearing faults
in rotating machinery
The major electric machines’ faults are bearing, stator, broken rotor bar and end
ring, and eccentricity-relates faults [26]. These faults may lead to increased vibration
and noise levels. Fault detection can be realized by monitoring machine vibrations,
acoustic emissions, or motor current. Machine vibrations are difficult to represent
using a single harmonic model because the natural mechanical resonant frequencies
of the machine are modulated by the defect frequency resulting in other spectral
components that are not harmonics of either the defect frequency or the machine
natural resonant frequencies [27]. It was shown in [66] that the amplitude of the
defect frequency and its harmonics is an indication of the defect severity.
Instead of testing for each fault by itself, the ATI approach was employed to esti-
mate the harmonics’ amplitudes of the harmonic signal approximating the signature
acquired from an accelerometer for an electric motor at different loads (0 to 3 horse
power) and with different bearing faults. The accelerometer was mounted on the
motor housing at the drive end of the motor. Single point faults were introduced to
the test bearings with different fault diameters (0.007 inches, 0.014 inches, and 0.0021
inches) [28].
The vibration data was recorded at 12 KHz and since the information extracted
should be sufficient for discriminating between normal operation, ball fault, inner
race fault, and outer race fault, a single harmonic model with a FF = 100 Hz and 40
harmonics (approximating the deterministic signature in the 4K Hz band) is used in
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the ATI approach to estimate the harmonics’ amplitudes. A similar neural network
to the one used in vehicle discrimination is used for identification of bearing faults.
Table 5.2 shows the classification results for three cases, when the lower 10 or 20
amplitudes are used in discrimination as compared to the full 40 amplitudes. It is
clear from Table 5.2 that the amplitudes of the lower 10 harmonics are sufficient for
discriminating a normal bearing with no defects and a defective one, but it is not
enough to identify the type of defect. If we need to identify what kind of defect is
present, at least 20 harmonics are required to efficiently approximate motor vibra-
tions. A harmonic model with more than 40 harmonics will not have any advantage
since there is no vibration energy detected above 4 KHz.
Table 5.2: Detection, False alarm and classification rate - Bearing faults
Number of harmonics 10 20 40
Bearing Fault ↓ FF → 100 Hz
D
et
ec
ti
on
ra
te
% No fault 99.68 99.83 100.00
Ball fault 83.80 94.34 98.79
Inner race fault 86.70 96.04 98.93
Outer race fault 76.73 94.90 98.49
F
al
se
al
ar
m
ra
te
%
No fault 0.10 0.03 0.00
Ball fault 9.28 2.16 0.45
Inner race fault 1.22 0.85 0.33
Outer race fault 6.23 1.66 0.39
Classification rate (%) 87.20 96.42 99.09
When comparing the ATI approach results in Table 5.2 with those obtained using
the ZC features in Table 3.3 we see that the ATI approach with 20 harmonics or more
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is capable of achieving better classification results than utilizing ZC features, but it
must be noted that the ATI approach generates a larger FV, which requires a larger
neural network compared to the ZC algorithm previously discussed in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 6
Dissertation Summary
6.1 Contributions
As mentioned in the introduction to this dissertation, the primary goals of the present
work include developing simple and energy efficient feature extraction algorithms
to enable low power sensor modules to reliably monitor harmonic sources. Specific
contributions of this dissertation are listed as follows:
• The development of a simple, yet reliable, feature extraction algorithms that
preserve the significant characteristics in the generated features for source ver-
ification.
• Evaluating the proposed approaches using different applications and actual
recorded data sets using different sensor modules.
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• Comparison of the proposed extracted features and spectral features for the
same spectral resolution and applied on the same data set and using the same
classifier.
• Applying a simple and robust detection algorithm for event driven applications.
• Applying several fusion algorithms that are very useful in reducing the effect of
background noise and increasing the average detection and classification rate.
6.2 Potential Future Research Topics
The TDHA and ATI developed algorithms are very interesting in the sense that with
minimum knowledge regarding the underlying incidents, we managed to extract a
significant set of features. Extending the proposed algorithms to other applications
brings many challenges to the development process, i.e.,
• Investigating the performance of the developed algorithms in more practical
scenarios, for example a convoy of different vehicles. This might required de-
veloping the proposed algorithms to utilize the different transducers integrated
on the same sensor module and those distributed among an array of sensors.
The classifier might require some changes to accommodate the complexity of
the classification algorithm and classification might be performed over several
stages, for example, verifying the state of a convoy of vehicles followed by de-
termining the type of the vehicles.
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• Utilizing cueing theory to reduce the number of computations required to pro-
cess data acquired by different transducers without losing the vital information
carried in each modality.
• How can these features share in performing other tasks than classification, for
example target counting, localization, and tracking, which will require develop-
ing an efficient array processing algorithm for low power sensor modules.
• Employing the extracted features for feedback control of the source may be very
useful in remote applications, i.e., wind turbines, aircrafts, etc.
• Developing an automated monitoring system that utilizes time-folding tech-
niques in increasing the recognition rate, i.e., building the confidence in the
decision using the fact that the incident will last for a period of time.
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Appendix
Table 1 shows a simple comparison between the estimated harmonics’ amplitudes
using the LS method when matrix inversion is replaced by division as a strong evidence
that precisely defining the phase in the middle of the observation window as previously
described in section 4.5 diagonalizes the information matrix.
Table 1: Sample harmonic model and its approximated structure
Original frequency Harmonic structure Estimated Harmonics’ Estimated harmonics’
components Amplitudes for 50 components amplitudes using amplitudes using
H(Hz) (strongest = 77.7659 Hz) division matrix inversion
4.8547 0.1040 0.1031
FF = 9.8 0.2 9.7095 0.3016 0.3005
14.5642 0.1004 0.0995
2nd = 19.6 0.02 19.4190 0.1254 0.1244
24.2737 0.1112 0.1103
29.1284 0.1219 0.1209
33.9832 0.1443 0.1434
4th = 39.2 0.5
38.8379 0.6134 0.6122
43.6927 0.0883 0.0874
48.5474 0.1246 0.1236
53.4022 0.1582 0.1573
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Original frequency Harmonic structure Estimated Harmonics’ Estimated harmonics’
components Amplitudes for 50 components amplitudes using amplitudes using
H(Hz) (strongest = 77.7659 Hz) division matrix inversion
6th = 58.8 0.22 58.2569 0.3811 0.3800
63.1116 0.1867 0.1857
7th = 68.6 0.22
67.9664 0.4577 0.4566
72.8211 0.3946 0.3936
8th = 78.4 3 77.6759 2.9356 2.9334
82.5306 0.4524 0.4530
87.3853 0.1682 0.1690
92.2401 0.0754 0.0762
97.0948 0.0225 0.0234
101.9496 0.0239 0.0233
106.8043 0.0751 0.0744
111.6590 0.1753 0.1746
12th = 117.6 1.1
116.5138 1.0189 1.0180
121.3685 0.2651 0.2657
126.2233 0.0723 0.0730
131.0780 0.0388 0.0383
14th = 137.2 0.7
135.9328 0.5603 0.5597
140.7875 0.2657 0.2664
15th = 147 0.001
145.6422 0.1235 0.1242
150.4970 0.0766 0.0773
16th = 156 0.01
155.3517 0.0402 0.0409
160.2065 0.0233 0.0241
17th = 166.6 0.13
165.0612 0.0825 0.0820
169.9159 0.0618 0.0624
174.7707 0.0143 0.0151
179.6254 0.0429 0.0426
19th = 186.2 0.34
184.4802 0.2593 0.2590
189.3349 0.1479 0.1485
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Original frequency Harmonic structure Estimated Harmonics’ Estimated harmonics’
components Amplitudes for 50 components amplitudes using amplitudes using
H(Hz) (strongest = 77.7659 Hz) division matrix inversion
194.1896 0.0324 0.0332
199.0444 0.0500 0.0499
21st = 205.8 0.56
203.8991 0.3718 0.3716
208.7539 0.3225 0.3231
213.6086 0.1413 0.1419
218.4634 0.0909 0.0914
223.3181 0.0588 0.0593
228.1728 0.0226 0.0233
24th = 235.2 0.3
233.0276 0.1383 0.1383
237.8823 0.2367 0.2372
242.7371 0.1220 0.1224
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Table 2 shows the procedure executed for maintaining a CFAR during detection of
an incident. The only assumption made about this procedure is that there should be
no vehicles during the first window, where the initial threshold is determined based
on the mean and standard deviation of background noise.
Table 2: CFAR detection
For the first window
Compute the mean µ and the standard deviation σ.
Initial threshold = µ+ k · σ, where k is a constant.
For every other window
Compute the normalized energy ”κ.
If κ > threshold
an incident is detected.
else
nothing is detected.
update µ& σ & threshold
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Table 3 lists the specific details of the constructed neural network used in all of our
simulations for classification of characteristic feature vectors.
Table 3: ANN specification
Architecture Multilayer perceptron - feedforward neural network
Number of hidden layers 1
# of neurons in the input layer FV length
# of neurons in the hidden layer FV length
# of neurons in the output layer # of vehicles (9 Bochum & 3 SensIT)
Training function Resilient Backpropagation
Transfer function tansigmoid (all neurons)
Weight connect Input-hidden & hidden-output
Bias connect Hidden & output layer
Weight and bias initial values Random initialization
Cost function Mean Square Error
Training epochs 200
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